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FOREWORD 
The research and development work described herein was conducted by 
Thiokol Chemical Corporation under NASA Contract NAS3-10288. The work was 
Mr. J. J. Notardonato,done under the management of the NASA Project Manager, 
NASA-Lewis Research Center. 
This program was conducted at the Wasatch Division under the management 
of Mr. E. L. Bennion with Mr. E. L. Gray as the project engineer. Principal 
R. C. Laramee. Motor manufactur­investigators were Mr. J. R. Mathis and Mr. 
ing was supervised by Mr. L. S. Jones. 
The program final report consists of two volumes. Volume I contains the 
text and Volume 11 the illustrations and tables as referenced in the text. 
ii 
ABSTRACT 
The object of this program was to investigate and evaluate low cost materials 
and processes applicable to full sized nozzles for 260 in. solid rockets. 
Over 20 materials were subjected to increasingly severe tests, consisting 
of mechanical, physical, and thermal properties and evaluation in nozzles of three 
ranging in throat diameter from 0.34 to 8.1 inches. Resulting datadifferent sizes, 

were analyzed, and the better performing materials were employed in the design
 
and performance prediction of four full sized nozzles for 260 in. 
 solid rockets. 
can be fabricated at sub-Conclusions are that acceptable full sized nozzles 
stantially lower cost than those produced in the past. 
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FAMILY DESIGNATIONSUPPLIERMAITERIAL ATTSOF INFORMATION EXPERIENCECOSTORT
DESCRIPTION PROCESSING FIRING AVAIL USE REMARKS 
LOWCOST LCCM-2610" THIOKOL GRAPHITE TENSILE COMPRESSION TO-379 O.O1LD THROAT MATERIALSPOWDER 2,NGPSI M LD MOTOR LOW COST 
CARBONA- PHENOLIC, ELONGATION AT 1,000 3OMF CONE INLET EXCELLENTMOLDING O.2% PSI AND EXIT 0.14msisec WITH 
CEOUS COMPOAND COMPRESSIVE THROATO.2slsec MATERIAL CONEEROSION12,000 PSI .. DEV. EXIT RESISTANCE DENSITY ADAPTER 
SC-10 RESIN 25% COMP,MOO.4.5 X10'PSI 2. CHARMOTOR PRODUCED 
THERMAL (01"3. 8) 






PARTICLE- 44 PSI ANDCURE TU-379 E.SOILE LOW COST 
CARONA- NBRPHENOLIC 5.2 AT15PSI AND ADAPTER INLET RELATIVELY BE 
LOWCOST LCCM-4AIS* THIOROLGRAPHITE TENSILE TROWEL 1. MOTOR BACKUP MATERIAL 
ELONGATION 1TOGF 3.9 mIIlst CAP F EXI 
CEOUS CASTING COMPRESSIVE, 0. MOTOR MATERIAL EXTENSIVECOMPOUND ULT. CHAR DEV. CURING PARTICLES "3msic PRODUCED NOT 
SC-TOM0RESIN 125 I.7X103PSI 
GRAPHITE 75% 0PSI INLET EASILY FACILITIES REQ'D 
MODULUS BACKUP-OK 
HITCO 1.5% 1.5OhVCC1O DENSITY 
CORD.THERMAL 
0.66BTIFT.-HR.* F 
THIOKOC GRAPHITE TENSILE AND CURE MOTOR MATERIAL 
CONNOTE- PHENOLICCASTINGOR 0 15% 170 0.6 milsieT CONECURING
LOWCOST LCCM-4TEOU PARTICLE- 2,300PSI CAST AT15P 1. TU-TE 0.50/L THROAT LOW COST 
ELONGATION AND THROAT DXlT FACILITIES 
CEOS MOLDINGCOMPOUND COMPRESSIVE, EXIT, E.2.11IsIE MATERIAL NOTULT. CON  DEV. INLET REEID. 
GRAPHITEPARTICLES75% PSI CHARMOTOR EASILY POTENTIALLYT,OO 2. PRODUCED A 
DUREZ10694 25% 4.6X105 ROODMODULUS BACKUP-OK THROAT 
RESIN DENSITY AFT MATERIAL1.6GNVCC EXITGOmils0se 
THERMAL EXITCONE"1. mlsseCORD. 
O 89 ETIFT.-HR.F 
LOWPARTICLE-LOWCOST LCCM-(Re[nforcedTHIOKOLGRAPEITE 1.00-1G.O0ILB RELATIVELY 
COST
CARBONA- PHENOLIC-ASBESTOS, EASILYPRODUCED MATERIALS 
CEOUS GLASS, OR OFF-THE-SHELF WITHIMPROVEDRAYON,







LOWCOST LCCM- PARTICLE- 0.75-TL.OLR LOWCOST,THIOKOL GRAPHITE 








CARBONA- RESEARCH FURPURYL EOOOPSI ADEQUATELY MATERIAL

COST D-1 FILLED-ACID COMPRESSIVE, ARPLMOTORS UNKNOWN BACKUP POTENTIALLYLOW ATLANTICCOKE ULT. -PER-
CATALYZED FORMED BACKUP 









"MATERIALSRECOMMENDEDFOR IN EVALUATION OFUSE PHASE PROGRAM 
TABLE2. -Continued 
CANDIATENOZZLEMATERIALS 
FAMILY DESIGNATIONSUPPLIER MATERIALDESCRIPTION 
MECH.PROPERTIES 
AT O75F PROCESSINGFORMATIONFIRINGEXPERIENCEOSTANDAVAIL. 
POTENTIAL 
USE REMARKS 
PERFORMERULT. TAPEWRAP HYDRO- NOMAD PRO- 17.00-1R.SO/LB FWDEXIT AGOODAND NOZZLECLOTH-PHENOLICOMPRESSIVE,LOWCOST SP-O0" ARMOUR CARBON ATRELATIVELYCLAVE AT32EFAND GRAM-AFTER CORMERCIALLY CONEOR LOWTHICKNESSI34,500PSI CURE 1stCARBON COATED (-D IS DOUBLE FIRINGS, AVAILABLE THROAT COSTEVERCOATEC-20 33% 	 MOD..4 X 1 6 PSI SOO+PSI SEVENCLOTH SP-8050-2 PRODUCTS 	 0ULT. 0O PSI SP-D0 RECOMMEND- EXTENSIONTENSILE,BINDER MOD.0.1506 PSI EDFORTHROAT TNROAT 
SPECIFIC 1.47 (FWDOGRAVITY EXTENSION 
EXITCONEI 
EROSION1, r7nMc 
CHAR- 6.8 milslsec 
ANDAUTO- NOZZLE 20OLB ENTRANCEMFOCARBON GRAVITY 
CARBON ANDSUPPLYRESIN 33 HEAT CURE
LOWCOST 4-10 COAST CLOTH-PHENOLICSPECIFIC TAPETWRAP NOMAD PRO- COMMERCIALLY 
CLOTH CO. REINFORCEMENT 
1.455SPECIFIC CLAVE AT325'F GRAM-RECOMMENDED CAPORINLET 
AND200PSI ENTRANCE AVAILABLEFOR CAP 
INLET57-61% 
0.0406 AT 1OO°C 







RELATIVELYULT. DIEMOLD NOMAD PRO- 17.121LB ENTRANCEREQUIRES 
TO COMMERCIALLY CAP HIGH CURELOWCOST FM-OO9 U.S. 
CARBON COMPRESSIVE, AT325FAND NOZZLECLOTH-PHENOLI  PRESSURE00 PSI 500PSIADAPTABLE GRAM-RECOMMENDED CAP AVAILABLECARBON POLYMERIC 2, 6 MOD.2.3 SRPSI HYDROCLAVE FORENTRANCE 




NOZZLE 20.97LB THROATORULT. TAPEWRAPANDHYDRO- NOMAD PRO-
CURE GRAM-RECOMMENDED 
CLOT-PHENOLICCOMPRESSIVE,LOWCOST WB-8217' FERROCORP.CARBON COMMERCIALLY INLET27,000PSI CLAVE AT300 ANDCARBON CORDODIV, D PSI FORTHROAT AVAILABLEMOD.1.99 PSI 25XOCLOTH 




MOD.,1RRx o' PSI 
1.41SPECIFIC 	 EROSION mll/ecHEAT: 	 - 10.2 
0.2222AT100 CHAR5.5 m1lssec 
U2472AT200C 
21.OOLB THROAT LOWPRESSUREOR VERYBAG NO FIRING 
NEWMATERIAL INLET CURINGLOWCOST MXC-19" FIBERITE CLOTH-EPOXY 
TAPEWRAP-VACUUM EXPER.CARBON SYSTEMNOVOLAC ONLY














FAMILY DESIGNATIONSUPPLIER MATERIAL AT PROCESSING FIRING AND AVAIL. REMARKS
DESCRIPTION 7OF I FORMATION EXPERIENCE COST USE 
MOTORS UNKNOWN 
CARBONA- RESEARCH FURFURYEALCOHOL RESULTS ADDITIONAL 
LOWCOST D-1 ATLANTICCOKEFILLED-ACIDATA- AFRPL - IN INLET MAYREQUIRE 
LYZED CONCLUSIVE 








FIBER MXC-113' PAPER ULT. WRAP IN NOZZLE 14.50 BACKUP COST,FIBERITE CARBON FIBER COMPRESSIVE, TAPE AND CURE NOMAD NO.4- ILB LOWER LOWER 
PAPER (MXC-S1) CORP. PHENOLIC PSI ORAUTO- CAP-AC- FWD EXIT DENSITY,10,600 HYDROCLAVE ENTRANCE COMMERCIALLY LOWER 
PHENOLIC TENSILE, 0OPSI AS LOWAS25PSI.CEPTABLE CONE INLET FAR COSTS.DENSITYULT, CLAVE PERFORM- AVAILABLE 
MOD.0.94 DENSITY BY Sm7s/sen MAY BE VARIEDX N0PSI CONTROLLEDANCE-8 SOMEWHAT. 
ELONGATION9MO TAPE HEAD milslsec DEV.TENSION, TUT91.4 SOME OFFAB. 
FLEXURAL,OLT. PRESSURE NOMADNO. 1,3.4 ntls-sec REQ'D.ANDCORE TECHNIQUES GOOD 
12,400PSI PRESSURE NOMADNO.6,13milslsec POTENTIAL 
SPECIFIC TOOGRAVITY 

FIBER MXS-11' FTBERITE SILICA FIBER PAPER SAMEASFORMXC-11 4.75ILB BACKUP SAMEAS FOR MXC-1S 
PAPER (MXS-BNI) CORE PHENOLIC COMMERCIALLY AFTEXIT 
PHENOLIC AVAILABLE CONE 
FIBER MXA-11' FIBER SAME MXC-GO BACKUP ASFORFIBERITE ASBESTOS PAPER AS FOR E.EOILB SAME MXC-13 
PAPER (MXA-BI) CORP. PHENOLIC COMMERCIALLY AFTEXIT 
PHENOLIC AVAILABLE CONE 
FIBER MXCS-3T FIBERITECARBON-SILICAFIBER SATOAS FOR MXC-113 A.7ILB EXITCONE SAME AS FORMXC-11. 
PAPER CORP. PHENOLIC COMMERCIALLY INTENDEDPAPER TOBE USD IN TRAN-










FIBER MXSA-313 FIBER MOE-GO EXIT ASFORMXC-GO.FTBERITE SILICA-ASBESTOS SANE.SFOR 3,5LB CONE SAME 
PAPER CORP. PHENOLIC INTENDEDPAPER COMMERCIALLY TOBE USED INTRAN-
PHENOLIC AVAILABLE SITIONAREAFROMEDIUM 
EROSION TO LOW IMXS-ES) 
EROSIONIMSA-13)AREASOF 
EXITCONE,COSTSAVINGS 








FAMILY DESIGNATIONSUPPLIER MATERIAL AT7°F INFORMATION EXPERIENCE COST USE REMARKS
DESCRIPTION PROCESSING FIRING AND AVAIL. 
U.S. CLOTH-PHENOLIC ULT. TAPEWRAPANDCUREATNOFIRINGEXPER. 2O.OIL1 INLET,FWD 
CARBON POLYMERIC 14, 00PSI 325FAND1,O0PSI COMMERCIALLY EXITCONE, 
CLOTH MOD.1.9X 106 PSI AVAILABLE THROAT 
BINDER COMPRESSIVE, EXTENSION 








LOWCOST 4C-1831 COASTMFG. CLOT4-PHEOLIC TENSILE, TAPE ANDCUREATNOMAD NO.4 INLE,FWD DOUBLETHICKNESSCARBON ULT. WRAP NOZZLE 2O.SLEL. 
CARBON (DOUBLE 22,5O0 3O5'F THROAT COMMERCIALLY PROVIDESANDSUPPLY THICKNESS PSI AND250 PSI EXTENSION EXITCONE,FABRIC 
CLOTH FABRIC) MOD.1.7X106PSI EROSION THROAT WRAP' 5.3 mils/sec AVAILABLE DECREASED 
BINDER RESIN 35% COMPRESSIVE, CHAR mllsnec TIMEULT. -2.9 EXTENSION 
REINFORCEMENT 31,000PSI57-61% 







0. 10 AT I0C AND200°C 
COAST CLOTH-POLY- ULT. TAPEWRAPANDCUREAT NOMADNOZZLE 20.60LB INLET,FWD POTENTIALNO.11- IMPROVE-
CARBON ANDSUPPLY 25, 000 PSI THROAT COMMERCIALLY EXITCONE,MENTINPERFOR-
LOWCOST 4C-16 MFG.CARBON TENSILE, 
PHENYLENE 3IDF AND 250 PSI 
CLOTh RESIN 3% MON. 2.5 X 106 PSI AVAILABLE THROAT, MANCETHROUGH 
57-61 ULT. 0HROAT SUPERIOCHAR 
FILLER 6-10% EXTENSION, STICSBINDER REINFORCEMENT 
COMPRESSIVE,
30, DO PSI 	 CHARACTERI 
1.40 	 OFPOLYPHENYLENE 
SYSTEM. 
SPECIFICGRAVIY , 	 CAP 
LOWCOST FM-O7l LD' CARBON COMPRESSIVE, TAPE AND CURE NOMAD NOS3 23.2BLB THROAT,US. CLOTH-PHENOLI  ULT. WRAP AT NOZZLE 
CARBON POLYMERICwith SilicaMcroballoons) 16,400PSI 6 300-F AND 200 PSI MAX (THROATEXTENSION) COMMERCIALLY THROAT 
CLOTH 0OD.1.30o 1o PSI EROSION'2 milsesoc AVAILABLE EXTENSION 
BINDER TENSILE,ULT. CHAR •5.7im llsec ENTRANCE 0,800PSI NOMAD NO. 6 NOZZLE CAP 
MOB.1.96X106PSI (INLET) 
SPECIFIC 1.31 0 14.5mlls/secGRAVITY, EROSI0N 






0.0026 c.s Iec 
AND CURE NOFIRING IN SINGLE 
RESIN(RARMCO506) 32000PSI 300-3501 AND200- THROAT, THICKNESS
LOWCOST 4037 CARBON ULT, TAPEWRAP AT EXPERIENCE INLET, AVAILABLENARMCO CLOTH-PHENOLICCOMPRESSIVE, ORDOUBLECARBON THROAT TAPE
 
BINDER FILLER 8% PSI 













MECH. 	 POTENTIALPROPERTIES 
FAMILY DESIGNATIONSUPPLIER MATERIAL DESCRIPTION ATTO51 PROCESSING FIRING COSTAND USEINFORMATION EXPERIENCE 	 AVAIL REMARKS 
LOWCOSTMX-260-96 FIBERITE CLATE-PHENOLIC HEAT WRAP NOZZLES AFT THICK-SILICA SPECIFIC TAPE ANDYDRO- NOMAD NO2,S.20L EXIT DOABLE 
(DIUBE 0.218 CURE AS THROAT COMMERCIALLYCONE TAPESILICA CORP. THICKNESS ATIOO'C CLAVE AT325FAT A,6, USED NESS PRO-
CLOT FABRIC) STE8AT200-C 1,06PSI SVERWRAP. BACKUP VIDESDECREASEDNOCOM--AVAILABLE 




LOWCOST MXS-198' FIBERITESILICACLOTH-EPOXY TAPEWRAP NO FIRING 6.RTLNEWMATERIALAN OVEN EXPER. AFTEXITWILLCUREIN 
SILICA CORP. NOVLIAC ISPSI PRODUCTIONCONE OVENUNDERCUREAT NO 
CLOTH PROBLEMS VACUUMANTICIPATED BAG
 





LOWCOSTSP-Ao0-SR'ARMOUR SILICA 	 TAPE ANDCURE NOMAD PRO- AFT RAWCLOTH-PHENOLIC WRAP AT NOZZLE A.7OLB EXIT LOWE  
SILICA (DOUBLE 30FAND 25 PSI GRAM NOZZLE I COMERCIALLY CONE,THICKNESS NO. MATERIAL 
CLOTH FABRIC) AVAILABLE DOUBLETHRATAPPROACA THROAT COST 
NETSIE COMPRESSIW, EROSIONmlsEc THICKNESSTHECKATS ALT 6.4 APPROACH TAPE 
NOpot. ,HRA PROVIDES
2. 	 CHAR 1El.sMOFA-IIC KNS MOD.IPSI 	 3.5 
FABRI-
NAZE NO. T AT DECEASEDMOO.ORES LAN PSI TINCATIONAPPROACH
ALT. 	 4.8TENSIE EROSIONNiIlIIOA,O PSI CA .4ml/e 
VARS.4mEIsIMMOD.2.WX106PSE 
NOZZLE 4-EXIT





LOWCOST FM-5504 U.S. CLSTH-PHENOLIC GRAVITY. CURE 	 "SP CRASTTLD SILICA SPECIFIC 1.0 TAPEWAPAND AT 
SILICA POLYMERIC MICROBALLOONS ALT. MAXW TH TENSILE. 30°FAND20SPSI MAYBEVARIE 





MOO.1IT X 06PSI 
FLEXURAL,




LOWCOST 4S-5132 "COAST CLOT-POENOLICTENSILE, TAPEYVRP ATMFG-SILICA ULT. ANDCURE 
SUPPLY THICKNESS PSI 	 5, AFT DOUBLESILTCA AND (DOUBLE 1S00GM 3TFANDI2PSI I6ILB EXT THICK-
CLOTh FABRIC) TOD.2.2X 106 PSI COAMERCIALL CONE, NESS
 
RINDER RESIN ALT. AVAILABLE BACKUP TAPEPROVIDES
COMPRESSIVE, 




FILLER SPECIFIC 1.70 	 APPROACHPABRICATION 
LOWCOST 4S-SIE6' SILICA TENSILE, TOPEWLAP AFT 	 POTENTIALCOASTMFG. CLOTH-POLYPHENYL- ULT. ROALT EXT 
SILICA AND SUPPLY (DOUBLE B60PSI CONE PER-ENE THICKNESS 6 	 COMEMERCIALLY IMPROVED 
CLOTH FABRIC) MOD.2.7X PSI AVAILABLE FORMANCE 









LOWCOST WES' CLOTH-NSF COMPRESSIVE, TAPEWRAP CO BACKUP LIGHWSVEGHT NARMCO SILICA PHE- ULT. AND CUREAT MAARCIALLY 
SILICA NOLIC ORGANIC PSI 325FFAND AVAILABLE REQUR(WITH 2,100 S PSI MATERIAL 
CLOTH SPHERES) ALT. ONLYVACUUMTENSILE, INS 



























ALT.FIERITE ASBESTOS-PHENOLIC COMPRESSIVE, 
CORP. (ROCIDOLITE) 000MPSI 
MOD.1.1X 10 PSI 
TENSILE,ULT. 
10000PSI 6 




0 2838 AT20MC 
DIFFUSIVITY-THERMAL 








POLYMERIC 7,00 PSI 
U.S. ASBESTOS-PHENOLICCOMPRESSIVE, 
( ROCIDOLITIE) 








COAST COMPRESSIVE,MFG.ASBESTOS-POLYPHENYLENE ULT. 








































TAPE(0.014-0 15) GRAM-NOZZLENO.A 	 COMMERCIALLY OVERWRAP, 
OVERWRAP AVAILABLE 


















2.OOILBNO TIRING EXPERIENCE NEW 
NOMATERIAL, 
VACUUM AND 
BLEMS PATEDTHROAT OVEN 













TAPE AT O(PF NOMAD PRO- 2.OILB AFTEXITWRAP-CURE NOZZLE 
AND200PSI GRAM-SATISFACTORYCOMMERCIALLY CONE, 






NOZZLE 4, THROAT NO. 
NODATAAVERWRAP 
REPORTED 
ATTAPEWRAP-CUREO25FTO-SI9.RESULTS 3.SOLB AFTEXIT 
AND OS PSI 
ANDCARE 
00BFANDSOPSI 
TAPEWR P AT 










MECH.PROPERTIES POTENTIALFAMILYDESIGNATIONSUPPLIERMATERIALDESCRIPTION AT7F PROCESSINGI FORMATIONRINGEXPERIENCECOST AVAIL.AND USE REMARKS 








PAPER FM-E272 U.S. KRAFTCREPEPAPER- HEAT. AT NOZZLESPECIFIC TAPEWRAPANDCURE NOMAD NO.7 2.001LB' BACKUP,BINDER POLYERICPHENOLIC 1B0 PSI 0.372AT EB0°C 3S°FOAND THROATAPPROACHCOMMERCIALLY THROAT 
GRAVITY, EROSION, 
TENSILE, CHAR,2.4 mI/s/oc 







11,00 PSI 6 
MOD. .04X10 PSI 
PAPER MXP-I FIBERITEKRAFTPAPER-PHENOLIC TAPEWRAP BACKUP 
BiNDER CORP.
 
OTHER V-44 GENERALASBESTOS EAYUP CURE NOZZLE S- .T/LB THROATAN SILICA AND INOVEN NOMAD NO.SYSTEMS TIREAND FILLED-NBR ATSO0PUNDER APPROACH APPROACHVACUUMTHRO T COMMARCIALLYRUBBER 14.1milsec 
CHAR,0.1mIls/sec 
FIREDINFULL 




AS CASE INSULATION, 
PERFORMANCEHAS 
GENERALLY GOOD.BEEN 
DUCK-PHENOLIC ULT.NF-418 FIBERITE CANVAS COMPRESSIVE, TAPEWRAPND CURE AT NOMADNOZZLENO.6- I.S.lLB THROATCORP. 20,00 PSI 6 00F ANT225 PSI EXITEXTENSION COMMERCIALLY APPROACH 
MOD.0.81X10 PSI EROSION,5 mils/sec AVAILABLE EXITTENSILE,ULT. CHAR,3 m/lls/c EXTNSION8,200PSI NOZZLE 8,NOMAD NO. BACKUP
MOo.o.oX 10' PSI EXITCONE 
SPECIFICGRAVITY,1.O EROSION,12mI/slsecSPECIPIC (AFTOFTHROAT)HEAT. 
.344 ATTO°-C CHAR,1.7 Mnilslec 





THIOKOL MATERIAL RECOMMENDATIONS 
Material TSupplie 
LCCM-2610 Graphite particle phenolic 
LCCM-4113 Graphite particle NBR phenolic 
LCCM-4120 Graphite particle phenolic 
LCCM- Graphite particle phenolic, 
(reinforced) reinforced 
MXC-113 Carbon fiberpaper phenolic 
MXS-113 Silica fiberpaper phenolic 
MXC-198 Carbon cloth epoxy novolac 
MXA-6012 Crocidolite asbestos phenolic 
KF-418 Canvas phenolic 
MXS-198 Silica cloth epoxy novolac 
SP-8030-48 Silica cloth phenolic 
SP-8030-96 Heavyweight silica cloth phenolic 
SP-8050 Carbon cloth phenolic 
4C-1686 Carbon cloth polyphenylene 
4S-5186 Silica cloth polyphenylene 
4A-6385 Asbestos polyphenylene 
(ceramic microballoons) 
FM-5072LD Carbon cloth phenolic 
(silica microballoons) 
FM-5272 Crepe paper phenolic 
4065 Silica cloth NBR phenolic 
(silica microballoons) 
23-RPD Cork/asbestos phenolic 
WB-8217 Carbon cloth phenolic 
WB-7605 Microbestos DS phenolic 
9 
Thiokol Chemical Corporation 
Thiokol Chemical Corporation 
Thiokol Chemical Corporation 













Armour Coated Products 
Armour Coated Products 
Armour Coated Products 
Coast Mfg & Supply 
Coast Mfg & Supply 
Coast Mfg & Supply 










MATERIALS SELECTED FOR SUBSCALE EVALUATION 
Material Type 
MXC-313 Carbon fibertape 
phenolic 
SP-8050 Carbon cloth 
,phenolic 
WB-8217 Carbon cloth 
phenolic 
MXA-6012 Asbestos phenolic 
FM-5272 Kraft crepe paper 
phenolic 
KF-418 Canvas phenolic 
Nomad 
Nozzles No. Supplier 
1, 4, 5, 6 Fiberite Corporation 
2 Armour Coated Products 
1, 4 Western Backing 
1, 2, 3, 4 Fiberite 
7 U.S. Polymeric 













1. 	 SAW CUTS MUST BE PARALLEL WITHIN 0. 030 
2. 	 DEPTH"OF SAW CUTS SHALL BE 1/2 LAMINATE 
THICKNESS (-0.005, -0). 
24535-16 
Figure 1 . Tensile and Interlaminar Shear Specimens 
11 
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Figure 2 . Compression Test Specilmen Cutting Pattern and Configuration 
12 
TABLE 5 
PHYSICAL AND MECHANICAL PROPERTIES 
Physical and 
Mechanical Properties LCCM-2610 LCCM-4113 LCCM-4120 
THIOKOL LOW COST CARBONACEOUS MATERIALS 
Tensile Strength (psi) 
1. 	 Room Temperature 
Ultimate 2,900 450 2,300 
2. 300F, 	Ultimate 1,700 80 800 
3. 600' F , Ultimate 	 * 350 150 
Compressive Strength (psi) 
1. 	 Room Temperature 
Ultimate 12,000 130 8,200 
2. 300°F, 	 Ultimate 5,000 30 2,000 
3. 600'F, 	Ultimate 2,800 800 6,700 
Hardness, 	 Shore "D" 81 55 70 
Specific Gravity 	 1.8 1.6 1.5 
*Specimens fractured due to excessive gripping pressure. 
13
 
TABLE, 5., - Continued 
PHYSICAL AND MECHANICAL PROPERTIES 
Physical and 
Mechanical Properties MXA-313 
FIBERITE FIBER PAPER PHENOLIC MATERIALS 
Tensile Strength (psi) 
A. 	 Parallel 
1. Room Temperature, Ultimate 17,100 
3.19 x 106Room Temperature, Modulus 
2. 300°F, Ultimate 	 9,900 
3. 600'F, Ultimate 	 1,900 
B. 	 Perpendicular 
1. 	 Room Temperature, Ultimate 15,200 
Room Temperature, Modulus 2.79 x 106 
2. 	 300°F, Ultimate 10,800 
3. 	 600'F, Ultimate 1,800 
Compressive Strength (psi) 
A. 	 Parallel 
1. Room Temperature, Ultimate 18,500 
,2.- 300'F, Ultimate 14,050 
3. 	 600'F, Ultimate 8,700 
B. 	 Perpendicular 
1. Room Temperature, Ultimate 17,300 
2. 300'F, Ultimate 	 13,750 
3. 600°F, Ultimate 	 8,000 
Interlaminar Shear (psi) 
A. 	 Parallel 
1. Room Temperature, Ultimate 1,270 
2. 300°F, Ultimate 	 1,000 
3. 600'F, Ultimate 	 850 
B. 	 Perpendicular 
1. Room Temperature, Ultimate .,330 
2. 300°F, Ultimate 	 940 
3. 600'F, Ultimate 	 780 





























PHYSICAL AND MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF LOW COST CARBON CLOTH MATERIALS
 
Westernus 
Armour BooldagCoast PolymericSooclie 	 Fiberite Coast 
Physical and WB8251FM5072LD SP8057Mechanical Properties MXC-i19 4C1686 4C2530 
Tensile Strength (psi) 
A. 	 Parallel 9,0001. 	 Room Temperature, Ultimate 8,900 18,300 ,600 0 9,000 0,500 6 
Room Temperature, Modulus 1.40 x 1 06 1.86 x 106 2.53,. 1 
1.35 e 2.24 10 
5,600 4,900 5,1002. 	 3OSF, Ultimate 5,100 12,500 3,100 4,700 4,300 4,4003,400 10,400 4,5003. 	 600F, Ultimate 
B. 	 Perpendicular 7,0006,200 4,700 4,0001. Room Temperature, Ultimate 9,100 13,600 6 	 3.15 x 10 
1.23 x 1 0 6 1.6 x 106 3.30 10 
1.57 x 10 e 1.28 1 0 
4,500 4,000 3,900Room Temperature, Modulus 6,100 10,600 3,3002. 300OF, Ultimate 	 2,9003,9002,800 13,800 1,900 3,400 3. 	600F, Ultimate 
Compressive Strength (psi) 
A. 	 Parallel 
16,600 30,1001. 	 Room Temperature, Ultimate 31,100 13,000 20,100 20,500 
0,300 0,800 25,90010,000 23,0002. 	 300-F, Ultimate 18,800 
8,000 6,100 4,800 5,903. 	 600F, Ultimate 4,000 7,200 
B. 	 Perpendicular 27,000 te,760 
1. 	 Room Temperature, Ultimate 18,900 14,400 23,900 16,900 22,900
2. 	 300°F, Ultimate 11,000 12,100. 18,600 6,200 8,300 

5,700 4,900 4,800 
 4,100 3. 	 6000F, Ultimate 2,500 7,300 
Interlamirsr Shear (psi) 
A. 	 Parallel 650 990 0 1. Room Temperature, Ultimate 780 1,270 760 	 570590420 580570 950
2. 300'r, Ultimate 	 430430 N/A290 880 290 3. 	 6000F, Ultimate 






210 3802. 	 800F, Ultimate 360 370 150 9603. 	 600-F, Ultimate 
91 95 




 1.1 1.3 
TABLE 7 
PHYSICAL AND MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF LOW-COST SILICA CLOTH MATERIALS 
Supplier Fiberite Coast Armour Narmeo 
Physical and 
Mechanical Properties 3MX-198 4S5186 SP-8030-96 4065 
Tensile Strength-(psi) 
A. Parallel 
1. Room Temperature, Ultimate 10,000 10,800 6,200 6,100 
Room Temperature, Modulus 
2. 300F, Ultimate 
2.61a 106 
4,500 
2.37 a 106 
10,100 
2.67 x 106, 
4,500 
t.0 .a 106 
2,800 
3. 600'F, Ultimate 2,000 8,300 6,400 2,200 
B. Perpendicular 
1. Room Temperature, Ultimate 




1. 63 x 106 
4,200 
1.79 x 106 
4,100 
0.40 x 10 
6 
2. 300°F, Ultimate 4,300 8,700 4,400 1,600 
3. 60OF, Ultimate 2,800 5,100 2,800 1,300 
Compressive Strength (psi) 
A. Parallel 
1. Room Temperature, Ultimate 34,600 13,600 23,100 6,700 
2. 300°F, Ultimate 9,900 12,200 22,900 1,200 
3. 600°F, Ultimate 3,600 10,000 10,300 990 
B. Perpendicular 
1. Room Temperature, Ultimate 24,000 12,900 27,900 4,200 
2. 300'F, Ultimate 7,800 10,400 18,100 920 
3. 6000F, Ultimate 2,100 8,400 8,100 620 
Interlaminar Shear (psi) 
A. Parallel 
1. Room Temperature, Ultimate 1,250 1,060 600 590 
2. 300oF, Ultimate 640 650 550 300 
3. 600'F, Ultimate 200 850 610 180 
B. Perpendicular 
1. Room Temperature 760 590 390 460 
2. 300'F Ultimate 690 550 510 240 
3. 600', Ultimate .250 550 490 110 
Hardness, ShoreD 88 92 94 68 
Specific Gravity 1.5 1.7 1.6 1.0 
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TABLE 8 
PHYSICAL AND MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF LOW COST
 
ASBESTOS AND PAPER MATERIALS
 
Sapplier 	 Coast Raybestos Panelyte 
Physical and 
Mechanical Properties 4A6385 23-RPD SMS-21 
Tensile Strength (psi 
A. 	 Parallel 
1. 	 Room Teraperature, Ultimate 17, 200 19, 700 12,700 
Room Temperature, Modulus 2.00 x 106 2.99 x 106 1.52 x 106 
2. 	 300'F, Ultimate 13,100 15,200 6,000 
3. 	 60'F, Ultimate 11, 600 8,900 3,500 
B. 	 Perpendicular 
1. 	 Room Temperature, Ultimate 10, 500 10, 000 12,100 
Room Temperature, Moulus 1.09 a 106 1.76 x 106 1.38 x 100 
2. 	 300's', Ultimate 6,600 11,100 6,200 
3. 	 600F, Ultimate 7,300 7,300 3,000 
Compressive Strength (psi) 
A. 	 Parallel 
1. Room Temperature, Ultimate 17, 600 15, 500 23,400
° F 
2. 300 , Ultimate 12,300 8,300 12,000 
3. 6000'F, Ultimate 10, 000 3,400 2,800 
B. 	 Perpendicular 
1. Room Temperature, Ultimate 17, 600 13,900 22,400 
2. 300'F, Ultimate 12,100 7,700 9,000F 
3. 6000 , Ultimate 9,200 2,700 1,800 
Interlanniar Shear (psi) 
A. 	 Parallel 
1. Room Temperature, Ultimate 1,190 1,700 760 
2. 300*F, Ultimate 1,100 1,090 560 
3. 600F, Ultimate 	 880 1,000 300 
B. 	 Perpendicular 
1. Room Temperature, Ultimate 780 1,070 630 
2. 300'F, Ultimate 	 670 720 530 
3. 60OOF, Ultimate 	 620 640 330 
Hardness, Shore D 	 92 88 93 
Specific Gravity 	 1.4 1.5 1.3 
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• " / 	 .MATERIAL SUBJECTED TO 
~MOTOR 	 EXHAUST PRODUCTS 
FOR EVALUATION 
PC 	 = 425 PSIA D = 0.34 IN. 
= 15.0 SEC, MIN Al CONTENT OF PROPELLANT = 15 (+1)% 24535-32TB 
Figure 3 . TU-379 Materials Screening Motor 
4.47 -
















SUMMARY OF FABRICATION CONDITIONS 
TU-379 NOZZLE COMPONENTS 
Material 	 Curing Conditions 
1. 	 MXA-313 100 psi (autoclave) and 320'F 
(Asbestos fiberpaper) 




3. 	 MXC-198 13 psi (vacuus bag) and 310*F 
(Carbon epoxy novolac) 
4. 	 MCS-188 13 psi (vacum bag) and 31O0F 
(Silica epoxy novolac) 
S. 	 FM-5072LD 200 psi (autoclave) and 325F 
(Carbon phenolic) 
6. 	 4065 200 psi (autoelave) and 310°F 
(Silica NBN phenolic) 
7. 	 SP-8030-96 115 psi (autoclave) and 320OF 
(Silica phenolic) 
8. 	 SP-807 20t psi (autoclave) and 320'F 
(Carbon phenolic) 
9. 	 4C-1686 200 psi (autoclave) and 320'F 
(Carbon polyphenylene) 
10. 	 4C-2530 200 psi (autoclave) and 320F 
(Avcerum phenolic) 
11. 	 4S-5186 200 psi (autoclave) and 320"F 
(Silica polyphenylene) 
12. 	 4A-6385 115 psi (autoclave)-and 320F 
(Asbestos polyphenylene) 
13. 	 WB-8251 200 psi (autoclave) and 320F 
(Aveeram phenolic) 
14. 	 23-tPD 225 psi (autoclave) and 3O°F 
(Asbestos/cork phenolic) 
15. 	 SMS-21 225 psi (autoclave) and 320°F 
(Paper phenolsc) 
16. 	 LCCM-2610 1, 000 psi (press) and 300'F 
(Graphite phenolic) 
17. 	 LCCM-4120 13 psi (vacuum bag) nd 300°F 
(Graphite phenolic) 
18. 	 LCCM-4113 200 ps (autoclave) and 300F 
(Graphite NBR phenolic) 
20 
MATERIAL 
EROSION RATE, MIL/SEC 
1. STA 1 
2. STA 8 
3: STA 9 
4. MAXIMUM, STA 







GAS FLOW - ­
lIII I ] 1 1111111 




(EQUALLY SPACED AT 0.1 IN. INTERVALS)
 
Figure 5. TU-379 Inlet Cone Erosion and Char Profile 
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MATERIAL 
EROSION RATE, MIL/SEC 
1. STA 1 
2. STA 7 
3. STA 14 
4. MAXIMUM, STA 






3. t b 
GAS FLOW 




(EQUALLY SPACED AT 0..1 IN. INTERVALS)
 
Figure 6. TU-379 Exit Cone Erosion and Char Profile 
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TABLE 10 
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Figure 8. Fired TU-379 Nozzle Sections, Carbon Cloth Reinforced Materials 
WB-8251 4C-2 530
 








Figure 11. Fired TU-379 Nozzle Sections, Asbestos and Paper Reinforced Materials 
TABLE 11 
MATERIALS RECOMMENDED FOR FURTHER EVALUATION 
Cost 
material Vendor General Description $/1b Remarks 
LCCM-2610 Thokol Graphite portcle ­ phenolic 0.75 Excellent erosion resistance, very low cost, 
molding compound demonstrated successfully in char motor nozzles 
(DT = 3.8 in.) and Stage II Mnuteman nozzle 
(DT =8,5 in.). 
LCCM-4120 Thiokol Graphite particle - phenolic 0.75 Good erosion resistance as demonstrated In the 
castable compound exit cones of char nozzles (DT = 3.8 in.) and Stage 
II Minuteman nozzle (DT = 8.5 in.). Material can 
be cast in place and cured at low pressure (15 psi), 
and is very lowin cost. 
SP-8057 Armour Platen H-1 fabric in 15.00 Good erosion resistance that is comparable to the 
EC-201 phenoic resin best carbon fabric - phenolic materials. Material 
has a 50 percent resin content; and therefore, a 
relatively low cost for this class of material. 
4CI686 Coast GS-CC2 carbon fabric in 20.60 Good erosion resistance, and reasonable cost 
polyphenylene resin for this type of material. 
Isat0 WB-821 Cordo Avoeram C/S in 12.97 Erosion resistance Is comparable to carbon -
WB-2233 phenolic resin phenolic materials. Has lower price than carbon­
phenolic materials. Has lower thermal conductivity 
than carbon - phenolic materials. 
MXCS-198 Fiberite Aveeram C/S so Tids material has not been tasted but Is recommended 
epoxy - novolac resin because of its potential advantages. Aveeram rein­
forcement has shown excellent results in both this 
program and the Nomad program. Aveeram per­
formance is similar to that of carbon cloth butis 
lower in cost. Epoxy novolac resins have performed 
well in the Nomad program. They have the advantage 
of being cured at low pressure; therefore, Thiokol 
recommends that lower cost Avseram be combined 
with low pressure curing epoxy novolac resin. 
SP-8OSO-9S or 
SP-8030-48 
Armour C-100-96 Silica or 
C-100-48 Silica 
4. 90 Good performing low cost silica - phenolic. Can be 
wrapped successfully in double thickness, reducing 
fabrication cosats. 
MXS-198 Fiberit C-100-96 Silica 6.10 Adequate erosion resistance. Can be fabricated 




Asbestos mat with cork 
filler and phenolic resin 
4.25 Excellent backup material. Has good char properties. 
Good erosion resistance for asbestos - phenolic. 
4065 Narmco C-100-20 Silica fabric, 18.08 Low density material. Would make a good backup 
phenolic mecrobanoon filled, insulation material because of its low density. 
phenolic modified nitrile 
ePECEDII1GiPAGE.BLAT9I4 OT IV.FD.o 
TABLE 12 
TU-379 MOTOR MTERIAL PERFORMANCE 
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Figure 12. TU-622 Materials Evaluation Motor 
'~ ~~ D<aiiN°AIA 
1.~ X ~ OR141N.~ 5 10 
PRESUE APEXPANSION RATIO 8:1 
(2 REQUIRED 180 DEG APART) 
NOTE: AL BILLETS TO BE RADIOORAPHICALLY INSPECTED. 
24535-7 
Figure 13. TU-622 Materials Evaluation Nozzle 
TABLE 13 
TU-622 NOZZLE COMPONENT CUBE SUMMARY 
Material 	 Component Cure 
1. 4C-1686 Inlet 	 Apply 225 psi. Cure 2.5 hr at 1800F, 2.5 hr at 210F, 2.5 hr at 240°F, 
2.5 hr at 270F, 2.5 hr at 300F, and 6 hr at 350 . Cool ader 
pressure to 1507. 
Throat 	 Same as for inlet. 
Exit cone 	 Stage 1 hr at 180 F under vacuum. Apply 225 psi. Cure 2.5 hr at 200, 
2.25 hr at 2400F, 2.25 hr at 270F, 2 hr at 300F, 2.5 hr at 3500F. Cool 
under pressure and vacuum to 16F. 
2. 	 WB-8251 Inlet Debulk 2 hr at 170°F and 225 psi. Cool to I00F under pressure. 
Additional plies added. Apply 225 psi. Cure 4 hr at 170°, 4 hr at 
200F, 4 hr at 230F, 2 hr at 265'F, and 6 hr at 300F. Cool nder 
pressure to 1600F. 
Throat 	 Same as for inlet. 
Ealt cone 	 Apply vacuum and 225 psi. Cure 1.5 hr at 1800, 1.5 hr at 200°F, 3 hr 
at 225F, 3 hr at 250°F, and 6 hr at 3107. Cool under vacuum and 
pressure to 140F. 
3. SMS-21 Inlet 	 Apply 225 psi. Cure I hr at 1800, 2 hr at 250F, 6 hr at 320F. Cool 
under pressure to 1600F. 
Throat 	 Same as for inlet. 
Enat cone Apply vacuum and 225 psi. Cure 2 hr at 180F, 2 hr at 250F, and 6 hr 
at 3100F. Cool under pressure to 1600F. 
F	 F . 
4. 	 SP-8030-96 Inlet Apply 225 psi. Cure 2.6 hr at 2007, 2.5 hr at 2500 , and 6 hr at 310 
Cool ader pressure to 1600F. 
Throat 	 Same as for inlet. 
Etit cone 	 Apply vacuum and 225 psi. Cure 1.5 hr at 1800F, 1.5 hr at 200F, 3 hr 
at 225F, 3 hr at 250F, and 6 hr at 310F. Cool nder vacuum and 
pressure to 140F. 
5. SP-8057 Inlet 	 Apply 225 psi. Cure I hr at 1800F, 1 hr at 2107, 2 hr at 2405F, 2 hr at 
275'F, and 5 hr at 310?. Cool under pressure to 150F. 
Throat 	 Same as for inlet 
Eait cone 	 Apply vacuum and stage 0.5 hr at 180F. Apply 225 psi. Core 2 hr at 
180'F, 2 hr at 210F, 2 hr at 2405F, 2 hr at 275'F, and 4.5 hr at 310'F. 
Cool under vacuum and pressure to 15072. 
6. 	 LCCM-2610 Inlet Debulk at 170°F and 1, 000 psi as required. Cure 8 hr at 325°F and 1, 000 
psi. Cool nder pressure to 170'F. 
Throat 	 Core 6 hr at 300? and 1,000 psi. 
Edt eae 	 Same as for throat. 
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TABLE 18. -Continued 
TU-622 NOZZLE COMPONENT CUBE SUMMARY 
Material Compnent Cure 
7. LCCM-4120 Inlet Apply vacuum. Cure 8 hr at 310F. 
Throat Same as for inlet. 
Exit cone Same as for inlet. 
. 23-EPD Inlet Debulk extensively at 180F and 150 psi. 
200F, 2 hr at 2507t, and 6 hr at 310°F. 
Apply 225 psi. Cure 2 hr at 
Cool nder pressure to 150F. 
Throat Same as for inlet. 
Eit cone Stage nder vacuum 2 hr at 1807F. Apply 225 psi. Cure 2'hr at 180,F, 
2 hr at 250'F, 3 hr at 275'F, and 6 hr at 300°F. Cool nder vacuum and 
pressure to 1400F. 
S. 2M-198 Inlet Debulk 2 hrat 180'F and 140 psi. Remove pressure. Apply vacuum. 
Cure 2 hr at 175'F, 4 hr at 210'F, 4 hr at 240'F, and 9 hr at 3257F. 
Cool under vacuum to 150F. 
Throat Same as for inlet. 
Eit cone Apply vacuum. Cure 3 hr-at 180F, 4 hr at 210°F, 
9 hr at 225F. Cool nder vacuum to 1807'. 
4 hr at 2400F, and 
10. MXCS-198 Inlet Debulk 2 hr at 180'F and 140 psi. Remove pressure. Apply vacuum bag. 
Apply vacuum Cure 2 hr at 1800F, 4 hr at 210!., 4 hr at 2405, and 
9 hr at 320F. Cool under vacuum to 160F. 
Throat. Same as for inlet. 
Exit cone Apply vacuum. Cure 3 hr at 180°F, 4 hr at 210F, 4 hr at 240'F, and 
9 hr at 325'F. Cool nder vacuum to 180'F. 
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TABLE 14 
FABRICATION PROBLEM SUMMARY 
TU-l22 NOZZLE ASSEMBLIES 
Nozzle and 












Exit cone None 
3. SK-41798-03 
(WB-251) 
Inlet Numerous deloioinations over 
half the length of-the billet, 
Machined off delaminated area. Added 
new plies and cured to a longer cure cycle. 
Throat Several large dlaminations 
which could not be machined 
out. 
Scrapped part, Remade with freshcmaterial 
and longer cure cycle. 
Exit cone Severe cracks and delaina-
lions throughout. 
Scrapped part. Insufficient time left to 
reorder material. Substituted segmented 
LCCM-2626 exit cone. 
4. SK-41798-04 
(SP-8057) 
Inlet Billet fabricated too short. 
No additional material on 
hand. 
Added plies of SP-8030-96 to one end and 
cured. Machined so that SP-8030-96 was 
located at extreme forward cnd. 
Throat 
Exit cone 
Oriented 45 deg upstream. 
None 
Used as is. 
S. SK-41798-05 Inlet None 
(MXCS-19S) Throat Throat dimater mactoned Redesigned to a different contour. 
Exit cone 
too big. 
Extensive cracks and 
delamnaticoin. 
Scrapped part. Insufficient time left to 
reorder material. Substituted segmented 




















Machining to throat diameter Machined and installed throat insert (2 pieces) 
Exit cone 
left resin starved areas. Con-
tinued machining until such 
areas were eliminated, resulting 
in too large a throat diameter. 
As molded pert had several 
large resin starved areas, which 
delamiaated extensively during 
machining. 
of standard silica phenolic material 
(MX-2600). 
Scrapped part. Insufficient time left to 
reorder material. Substituted LCCM-2626 
exit cone. 
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TABLE 14. -Continued 
FABRICATION PROBLEM SUMMARY 







Shrank more durig cure than 
expected, resulting in too 
small an OD. 







Emt cone None 
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Figure 14. TU-622 Segmented LCCM-2626 Exit Cone (View A) 
Figure 15. Forward End TU-622 Test Nozzle, 
LCCM-2610 (Graphite Phenolic) 
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Figure 16. Aft End TU-622 Test Nozzle, LCCM-2610 (Graphite Phenolic) 
41 
Figure 17. Forward End TU-622 Test Nozzle, 
4C-1686 (Carbon Cloth Polyphenylene) 
42 
Figure 18. Aft End TU-622 Test Nozzle, 
4C-1686 (Carbon Cloth Polyphenylene) 
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Figure 19. Forward End TU-622 Test Nozzle, WB-8251 (Aveeram C/S-Phenolic)
 
Inlet and Throat, LCCM-2610 Dry (Graphite-Phenolic) Segmented Exit Cone
 
Figure 20. Aft End TU-622 Test Nozzle, WB-8251 (Aveeram C/S-Phenolic) Inlet 
and Throat, LCCM-2610 Dry (Graphite-Phenolic) Segmented Exit Cone 
Figure 21. Forward End TU-622 Test Nozzle,
 




Figure 22. Aft End TU-622 Test Nozzle,
 
SP-8057 (Pluton H-1 Phenolic)
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Figure 23. Forward End TU-622 Test Nozzle, MXCS-198 (Avceram C/S-Epoxy Novolac
 
Inlet and Throat, LCCM-2610 (Graphite-Phenolic) Segmented Exit Cone
 
Figure 24. Aft End TU-622 Test Nozzle, MXCS-198 (Avceram C/S Epoxy Novolac)
 
Inlet and Throat, LCCM-2610 (Graphite-Phenolic) Segmented Exit Cone
 





Figure 26. Aft End TU-622 Test Nozzle, 
LCCM-4120 (Graphite Phenolic) 
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Figure 27. Forward End TU-622 Test Nozzle, 
SP-8030-96 (Silica Cloth Phenolic) 
52 
Figure 28. Aft End TU-622 Test Nozzle, 
SP-8030-96 (Silica Cloth Phenolic) 
53 
Figure 29. Forward End TU-622 Test Nozzle, MXS-198 (Silica-Epoxy Novolac) Inlet, 
Silica-Phenolic Split Throat, LCCM-2610 Dry (Graphite-Phenolic) Exit Cone 
CA 
Figure 30. Aft End TU-622 Test Nozzle, MXS-198 (Silica-Epoxy Novolac) Inlet,
 
Silica-Phenolic Split Throat, LCCM-2610 Dry (Graphite-Phenolic) Exit Cone
 
Figure 31. Forward End TU-622 Test Nozzle, 23-RPD (Cork Asbestos -Phenolic) 
Figure 32. Aft End TU-622 Test Nozzle, 23-RPD (Cork Asbestos -Phenolic) 
Figure 33. Forward End TU-622 Test Nozzle, SMS-21 (Paper -Phenolic) 
Figure 34. Aft End TU-622 Test Nozzle, SMS-21 (Paper-Phenolic) 
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TESTMATERIAL 
INLET ANDTHROAT - 3X3C-IRN 
- LCCM-O13SEGMENTED
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TEST MATERIAL - 1S-Rpp 
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Figure 45. Sectioned TU-622 Test Nozzle, LCCM-2610 (Graphite Phenolic) 
Figure 46. Sectioned TU-622 Test Nozzle, 4C-1686 (Carbon Cloth Polyphenylene) 
Figure 47. Sectioned TU-622 Test Nozzle, WB-8251 (Avceram C/S-Phenolic)
 
Inlet and Throat, LCCM-2626 Dry (Graphite -Phenolic) Segmented Exit Cone
 
Figure 48. Sectioned TU-622 Test Nozzle, SP-8057 (Pluton H-1 Phenolic) 
Figure 49. Sectioned TU-622 Test Nozzle, MXCS-198 (Avceram C/S-Epoxy Novolac)
 
Inlet and Throat, LCCM-2610 (Graphite-Phenolic) Segmented Exit Cone
 
U 
Figure 50. Sectioned TU-622 Test Nozzle, LCCM-4120 (Graphite Phenolic) 
Figure 51. Sectioned TU-622 Test Nozzle, SP-8030-96 (Silica Cloth Phenolic) 
Figure 52. Sectioned TU-622 Test Nozzle, MXS-198 (Silica-Epoxy Novolac) Inlet,
 
Silica-Phenolic Split Throat, LCCM-2626 Dry (Graphite-Phenolic) Exit Cone
 
FLOW 
Figure 53. Sectioned TU-622 Test Nozzle, 23-RPD (Asbestos Cork-Phenolic) 
Figure 54. Sectioned TU-622 Test Nozzle, SMS-21 (Paper-Phenolic) 






Figure 55. TU-622 Nozzle Cross Section
 
TABLE 15 
TU-622 NOZZLE DATA, LCCM-2610 
STATION CONTOUR MATERIAL CHAR EROSION RATE 
NO. INITIAL EROSION CHAR LOSS DEPTH (MILS/SEC) 
26 2.35 2.38 1.86 +0.03 0.49 
25 2.50 2.54 2.08 +0.04 0.42 + 
24 2.66 2.70 2.25 +0.04 0.41 + 
23 2.79 2.85 2.46 +0.06 0.33 + 
22 2.98 3.00 2.58 +0.02 0.40 + 
21 3.14 3.16 2.68 +0.02 0.46 + 
20 3.30 3.33 2.82 +0.03 0.48 + 
19 3.46 3.44 2.92 0.02 0.14 0.60 
18 3.60 3.60 2.96 .00 0, 64 000 
17 3.78 3.70 3.02 0.08 0.76 2.40 















13 3.84 3.72 3.04 0.12 0.80 3.61 
12 3.80 3.08 3.04 0.12 0.76 3.61 
11 3.74 3.62 3.00 0.12 0.74 3.61 
10 3.66 3.56 _ 2.94 0.10 0.72 3.01 
9 3.58 3.50 1 2.86 0.08 0.72 2.40 
S 3.48 3.40 2.78 0. 08 0.70 2.40 
7 3.36 3.28 2.70 0.00 0. 66 2.40 
6 3.24 3.16 2.56 0.08 0168 2.40 
5 3.11 3.08 2.42 0.03 0.69 0.90 
4 2.94 2.92 2.20 0.02 0.74 0.60 
3 2.79 2.76 1.96 0.03 0 83 0 90 
2 2.45 2.44 1.60 0.01 0.85 0.30 
1 1.96 2.00 '1.20 " +0.04 -1 0.76 + 
0 1.46 1.46 0.90 0.00 0.56 0.02 
LEGEND BURNING TIME 33.2 SEC 
- PREFIRING SURFACE 
- POSTFIMING SURFAC E.l 
CHAR DE-T 





'TU-622 NOZZLE DATA, 4C-1686 
STATION CONTOUR 
NO. INITIAL EROSION 
26 2.35 2.40 
25 2.50 2.54 
24 2.66 2.74 
T23 2-79 2,-86 
22 2.98 3.04 
21 3.14 3.20 
20 3.30 3.31 
19 3.46 3.48 
18 3.60 3.60 
IT 3.78 2.70 
16 3.89 3.74 
15 3.90 3.74 
14 3.87 3.72 
13 3.84' 3.70 
12 3.80 3.66 
11- 3.74 3.64 
10 3.66 3.58 
9 3.58 3.50 







5 3.11 3.06 
2 .94 2.92 
3 2.79 2.76 
2 2.45 2.58 







___ .CHAR DEPTHT 
INLET 





























































































































































































TU-622 NOZZLE DATA, WB-8251 INLET AND THROAT, LCCPZ-262& DRY SEGMENT EXIT 
STATION CONTOUR MATERIAL CHAR EROSION RATE 
NO. INITIAL EROSION CHAR LOSS DEPTH (MILS/SEC) 
26 2.35 2.40 -- +0.05 -- + 
25 2.50 2.4 - +0.04 - + 
24 2.16 2.70 -- +0.04 - + 
23 2.79 2.88 -- +0.09 -- + 
22 2.98 3.08 -- +0.10 -- + 
21 3.14 3.19 -- +0.05 -- + 
20 3.30 3.34 -- +0.04 -- + 
19 3.46 3.48 -- +0.02 -- + 
18 3.60 3.56 -- .04 -­
17, 3.78 3.61 3.26 0.17 O.42 4.31 
16 3.89 3.62 3.40 0.27 0.49 6 m5 
15 3.90 3.58 3.40 0.32 0.50 8.12 
14 3.17 3.56 3.38 0.31 0.49 7.87 
13 3.84 3.54 3.34 0.30 0.50 7.61 
12 3.80 3.49 3.30 0.31 0.50 7.86 
11 3.74 3.43 3.24 0.31 0.50 7.86 
10 3.66 3.38 3.10 0.28 0 56 711 
9 3.58 3.32 3.04 0.26 0.54 6.60 
08 3.48 3.22 2.96 0.26 0.52 6.60 
7 3.36 3.10 2.84 0.26 O.52 6 60 
6 3.24 3.00 2.72 0.24 0.52 6.09 
5 3.11 2.84 2.60 0.27 0.51 6.85 
4 2.94 2.76 2.46 0.18 0.48 4 57 
3 2.79 2.64 2.20 5.15 0.49 3.81 
2 2.45 2.34 1.98 0.11 0.47 2.79 
1 1.96 1.06 1.52 0.10 0,.44 2.54 
0 1.40 .. .... .... -




0 1 2 3 4 956 7089 10 11 1213 14"15 16 17 101902021 22,2224 2926 27 




TU-622 NOZZLE DATA, SP-8057
 
STATION CONTOUR MATERIAL CHR1 EROSIO0*RATE 
NO, INITIAL EROSION CHAI, LOSS DEPTH MILS/SEC 
26 2.35 2.42 2.24 +0.07. 02I + 
25 2.50 2.60 2-42 40.10 0.08 + 
24 2.60 2.70 2.54 00.10..12 
23 2.79 2.90 2.64 01.11 0.15 + 
22 2j.4 3.04 2.70 -06 0.20 + " 
21 3.14 3.20 2.96 +0.006 0.18 + 
20 .30 3.32 3.00 40 02 0.24 + 
19 -K.46 3.42 3.16 0.04 0.30 1.13 
18 3.60 3.58 3.26 0.02 - 0.34 0.57 
17 2,78 2.70 2.38 0.08 0.40 2.27 
16, 3.89 3.70 3.42 0.19 0.47 .38 
15 3.0 3.66 3.40 0.24 0.50 6.80 
14 3.87 3. 4 3.38 0.23 0.49 0.52 
1s 3.84 3.60 3.36 0.24 - 0.48 -6.80 
12 3.0 3.50 3.30 0.22 0.50 0. 23 
11 3.74 2.00 3.20 0.24 0.54 6.80 
10 3.66 3.42 3.06 0.24 0.00 6.80 
9 3.58 3.40 3.00 0.18 0.58 5.10 
8 3.48 3.32 2.92 0.16 0.56 4.53 
7 3.36 3.24 2.86 0.12 0.50 3.40 
S 2.24 3.20 2.72 0.14 0.52 3.97 
2,11 3.00 2.60 0.11 0.51 3.12 
4 2.94' 2.82 2.40 0.12 0.54 3.40 
3 2,79 2.70 2.28 0.09 0.51 2.55 
2 2.45 2,42- 1.90 0.03 0.55 0.95 
1 1.96 1.86 1.42 0.10 0.54 2.02 
o0 1.46 -- -- . .. 
LEGEND BURNING TIME 35.3 SEC 
-PREFIRING SURFACE 
. INEPOSTFRINGSURFACE . ...... 
PLLY---. OE 
IIINSLTO EIT CONI II THROAT I -I SULAIN' 




TU-622 NOZZLE DATA, IIXCS-198 INLET AND THROAT, LCCM-2610 WET SEGMENT EXIT 
STATION CONTOUR - MATERlAL CHAR EROSION RATE 
NO. INITIAL EROSION CHAR LOSS DEPTH (pILS/SEC) 
26 2:35 2.38 -- +0.03 -- + 
25 2.50 2.54 - +0.04 -- + 
24 2.67 2.70 -- +0.03 -- + 
23 2.82 2.86 -- +0.04 -- + 
22 2.98 3.02 - +0.04 ­
21 3.12 3.18 +0.06 -- + 
20 3.28 3.36 -- +0.08 -- + 
19 3.43 3.50 +0.07 -- + 
18 3.58 3.7 3.16 0.01 0.42 - 0.26 
17 3.78 3.62 3.24 0.13 0.51 3.46 
16 3.86 3.62 3.38 0.21 0.48 5.59 
I8 2.86 3.62 3.38 0.24 0.48 6.39 
14 3.85 3.62 3.36 0.23 8.49 0.12 
12 3.80 3,28 3.32 0.22 0.48 5.86 
12 3.72 3.62 3.25 8.20 0.47 5.33 
11 3.63 3.46 2.16 0.17 0.47 4.53 
10 3.52 3,38 3.04 0.14 0.40 3.73 
9 3.40 3.36 2.98 0.04 0.42 1.06 
8 3.27 3,30 2.90 +0.03 . 0.37 + 
7 3.16 3.22 2.80 +0.06 0.36 + 
6 3.06 3.12 2.74 +0.06 0.22 + 
5 2.8 3.00 2.56 +0.05 0.30 + 
4 2.84 2.84 2.42 0.00 0.42 0.00 
3 2.66 2,71 2.20 +0.05 0.40 + 
2 2.36 2.39 1.02 +0.03 8.54 + 
1 1.97 1.92 .1.34 0.02 0.60 0.53 
o 1.44 1.40, 1.00 0.04 0.44 1.06 
LEGEND BURNING TIME 37.55 
___ PREFIRING SURFACE 
.... POSTFIRING SURFACE 
PLY. THROAT 45E 
I I I I I I I I I t 





TU-622 NOZZLE DATA, LCCM-4120
 
STATION CONTOUR MATERIAL CHAR EROSION NATE 
NO. INITIAL EROSION CHAR LOSS DEPTH (ILS/SEC) 
20 -2,5 -- 1.80 0.55 -­
25 2.50 2.24 190 - 0.60 -­
24 2.66 2.60 2.10 0.06 0,56 1,70 
23 2.79 2 80 2.32 +0.01 0.47 0 
22 2.98 3 00 2.50 +0,02 0.48 + 
21 3,14 .....3 16 2.66 +0.02 0 48 ------ + 
20 3 30 3.30 2.76 o, fin A.-4 no 
19 3.46 3.42 2 90 0 04 ,5 1.,ll 
is 3,60 3.58 3 04 0.02 0.,56 a),An 
17 3.78 3.70 3.12 0 08 0.66 2.26 
16 3.89 3 74 3.14 0.15 0.75 4.I1. 
15 1 90 3 72 3.20 0.10 0 70 .. ,.. 
14 3.87 3.70 3.10 0.17 0 77 481 
13 .84 3.04 3.04 0.0 0.0 5 66 
12 380 3.60 2.,94 0..3. n0 . OqLV 
11 3.74 3. 2.00 0.22 0.94 6.23 
10 3.66 3.48 - 0,1 - 5 10 
9 3 58 1.44 -- 0.14 -- 96 
8 3.48 3.36 -- 0 12 -- 40 
7 3.36 3 26 -- 0.10 -- 2.83 
a q - ,14 -- -- 83 
5 3.11 3.04 -- 0 07 -- 1 98 
4 2.04 2.92 -- 02 -­ 5 
3 2.79 2.74 -- 0.05 -- 1.42 
2 2.45 240 -- +000 -- + 
1 1 .40 ... . -- . +0.04 -­ + 
0 L40 1.46 --
-- 0.0 0 
LEGEND BURNING TIME 35.3 SEC 
.. 
PRRFIRNG SURFACE 
.POSTFIRING SURFACE . .. . 
INLT NSUATONTHROAT INSULATION EXIT CONE INSULATO 





TU-622 NOZZLE DATA, SP-8030-96
 
STATION CONTOUR MATERIAL CHAR EROSION RATE 
NO. INITIAL EROSION CHAR LOSS DEPTH (MILS/SEC) 
26 2.32 2.32 2.10 0.00 0.22 0.00 
25 2.48 2.48 2.30 0.00 0.28 0.00 
24 2.64 2.62 2.44 0.02 0.20 0.527 
23 2.80 2.80 2.60 0.00 0.20 0.00 
22 2.96 2.92 2.74 0.04 0.22 1.05 
21 3.12 3.04 2.88 0.08 0.24 2.11 
20 3.28 3.16 3.00 0.12A 0.28 3.16 
19 3.44 3.28 3.12 0.16 0.32 4.22 
18 3.60 3.40 3.22 0.20 0.38 5.27 
17 3.75 3.46 3.34 0.29 0.41 7.65 















13 4.04 3.40 3.30 0.64 0.74 16.88 
12 4.00 3.38 2.26 0.62 0.74 16.36 
11 .98 3.34 3.22 0.64 0.76' 16.88 
10 3.90 3.30 3.18 0.60 0.72 15.83 
9 3.84 3.26 2.12 0.58 0.72 15.30 
8 3.76 3.22 .08 0.54 0.68 14.25 
7 3.66 3.16 3.00 0.50 0.60 1.19 
6 2.06 2.10 2.02 0.46 0.64 12.22 
5 3.44 3.02 2. 84 0.42 0.60 11.08 
4 .20 2.84 2.64 0.46 0.66 12.13 
2 2.98 2.52 2.30 0.46 0.60 12.13 
2 2.46 2.12 1.82 0.34 0.64 8.97 
1 1.96 1.62 1.44 0.24 0.54 0.67 
0 1.44 1.16 1.00 0.20 0.44 7.28 
LEGEND BURNING TIME 37.9 SEC 
PREFIRING SURFACE 
. . POSTFIRING SURFACE 
-- -C--CHARDEPTH -
-4---- PL . E 
/ INLET INSULATION 
(, INSULATION 45 DEC EXIT CONE 
III IN LA ION II-II I-I I IDG I I 





TU-622 NOZZLE DATA, MXS-198 INLET, SILICA SEGMENTED THROAT, LCCO-2626 DRY EXIT
 
STATION CONTOUR - MATERIAL CHAR EROSION RATE
 
NO. INITIAL EROSION CHAR LOSS DEPTH (MOLS/SEC)
 
26 2.48 2.50 -- +0.02 - + 
25 2.64 2. .. -- +0.02 -- + 
24 2.79 2.80 - +0.01 -- + 
23 2.95 3.00 - +0.05 -- + 
22 2.10 3.16 -- +0.06 - + 
21 3.25 3.30 -- +0.05 -- + 
20 3.40 3.46 - +0.00 
-- + 
19 3.55 3.58 - +0.03 -- + 
1 3.71 3.50 2.34 0.21 0.37 6.45
 
17 3.86 3.50 3.38 0.36 0.48 9.35
 
16 4.01 3.50 3.35 0.51 0.66 13.24 
15 4.00 346 3.32 0.54 0.68 14,0
 
14 3.95 2.41 3.30 0.54 0.65 14.0 
i 3.90 3.36 3.24 0.54 0.74 14.0
 
12 2.84 3.32 3 20 0.52 0.64 13.50
 
11 3.,75 3.24 3.08 0.51 O. 67 13.24
 
10 364 3.13 2.99 0.51 0.65 13.24
 
9 3.54 
 3.08 2.90 0.46 0.04 11.94
 
8 3.46 2.90 2.84 5.47 0.62 12.20
 
7 3.36 2,91 
 2.74 0.45 0.62 11.68
 
6 3.24 2.84 2.64 0.40 0.60 10.29
 
5 3.11 2.74 2.56 0.37 0.55 951 
4 2.'97 2.64 2.02 0.33 535 8.57 
1 2.80 2.46 2.24 O.34 0.06 8.83 
2 2.42 2.19 1.00 0.23 0.52 5.97 
1 1.91 1.80 1. 40 0.21 0.43 2.85
 
0 1.42 1.20 1.02 0.22 0.40 5.71 
BURING TIME 38.5 SEC 
LEGEND
 
PREFRINGMX 2600 SILICA 
PREFIRING SURFACE M,-2605 SIIA AS rROLITE 1401P SILICA MOLDING 
I T0 IN L IN XIT CONE
DCCM2LL 
 R 






TU-622 NOZZLE DATA, 23-RPD
 
STATION CONTOUR AHATERIAL CHAR EROSION RATE 
NO. INITIAL EROSION CHAR LOSS DEPTH 'MILS/SEC 
26 2.32 2.46 2.32 +0,14 0.00- + -
25 2.49 2.62 2.46 +0,13 0.03 + 
24 2.64 2.76 2,62 +0.12 0 02 + 
23 2.80 2.90 2.76 "40,10 0.04 + 
2T 2.96 3.00 2.90 46,0 0.06 + 
21 3.11 2.10 3.04 0.01 0.07 , 0.24 
20 3:28 3.10 3.12 0.,12 0.16 2.95 
19 -344 3.24 3.20 -­ 0;20 0.24 4.92 
18 3.60 3.28 3.24 032 0.36 7.88 
17 3:17 3.36 3.30, 6.40 0.46 9.85 
26 2.02 3.42 3.30 0.50 0.56 12.31 
15 4.06 2; .. .3.. 3 0.6,46 0.60 15 76 
14 4.5 S.40 3.36 0. 5 6.9 '16.00 
I13 4,.0.. 3, 8 .2 0,'60 0.62 16.25 
12 4.00 3.34 3.28 0.66 0.72 16.25 
31 3.60 3.32 3.22 .0.64 6.74 15.76 
16 2.89 3.28 3.18 0.61 0.71 15.02 
9 3.2, 3.20 3 d,2 0.62 0:70 15.27 
8 3,74 3.16 3.04 058 0.70 14.28 
7 2.66 3.0S 3.60 0.58 0.66 14.26 
6 31.55 3.0, 2.94 0.49 0.61 12 1 
5 3.42 2.96 2.87 0.46 0.65 11.33 
4 3.20 2.80 2.72 0.048 9.56 11.82 
3 2.92 2.54 2.42 0.28 6.50 9.30 
2 2.41 2:10 1. 98 , 1 0-43 7.63 
0 i.90 2.72 .. 658 0.18 0.32 4.43 
0 1.43 1.68 -- 0.22 -- 80.62 ~ _ 
BURNING TIME 40.6 SEC'LEGEND 
PREFRING SURFACE 





90 DEG THROAT INSULATION EXIT CONE INSULATION 
INLET INSULATION 
SI I I I I I I 




TU-622 NOZZLE DATA, SMS-21 
STATION CONTOUR MATERIAL CHAR EROSION RATE 
NO. INITIAL EROSION CHAR LOSS DEPTH 1MS/SEC 
26 2.31 2.06 2.00 0.26 0.32 6.60 
25 2.49 2.14 2.00 0.35 0.31 8.09 
24 2.64 2.28 2.19 0M36 0.45 9.15 
23 2, .. 2.42 2.32 0.28 0.48 96 
22 2.96 2.58 2.50 0.3 0.46 9.60 
21 3.11 2.72 2.64 0.39 0.47 9.91 
20 3.28 2.90 2.03 0.38 0.46 9.66 
9 3.44 3,04 2.96 0.40 .0.48 10.16 
10 3.00 3.20 3.08 0.40 0.52 10.16 
17 3.76 3.20 3.10 0.56 0.00 14.23 
16 3.92 3.30 3.18 0.62 0.74 15.75 
is 4.06 3.34 3.23 0.72 0.83 18.20 
14 4.05 3.42 3.31 0.63 0.73 10.00 
.1 4.04 3.49 3.34 0.55 0.70 13.27 
12 4.00 3.49 3.30 0.51 0.70 12.96 
11 3.00 3.45 3.25 0.51 0.71 12.90 
10 3.80 3.40 3.22 0.49 0.07 12.45 
9 3.02 3.32 3.14 0.50 0.68 12.70 
a 3.74 3.26 3.10 0.48 0.64 12.20 
7 3.66 3.20 3.08 0.46 0.58 11.6 
6 '2.55 3.10 2.98 0.45 0.57 11.43 
5 3.42 3.00 2.90 0.42 0.52 10.07 
4 3.20 2.90 2.80 0.30 0.40 9.60 
3 2.92 2,58 2.50 0.34 0.42 8.64 
2 2.41 2.20 2.01 0.21 0.32 5.34 
1 1.90 1.78 1.62 0.12 0.20 3.05 
0 1.42 1.38 1.22 0.05 0.31 1.17 
LEGEND 
PREFIRING SURFACE BURNING TOME 29.31 SEC 
- OSTFIRING SURFACE 




'9 PGLY PLY 0 DEG
 
INLET INSULATION EXIT CONE INSULATION 
I " III I I I I I I I I I I I I '' 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 
STATION 24535-27 
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TABLE 25 
TU-622 MOTOR MAkTERIAL PERFORMANCE 
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Figure 56 . TU-622 Motor Convective Heat Transfer 
Coefficient vs Axial Location, Carbonaceous Materials 
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Figure 66. TU-622 Motor Erosion Performance , MXCS-198 (Avceram C/S Cloth Epoxy Novolac) 
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Material Erosion Performance 
at Predicted Erosion Rate of 
7.0 mils/sec 
Theoretical Line Actual Line 
(mils/sec) (mils/sec) 
7.00 3.40 
7.00 	 5.30 

7.00 	 3.00 

7.00 	 7.00 





7.00 	 6.4 

E st. 
Material Cure Cycle, 
Pressure Temperature 
(psi) (°F) 
1,000 315 + 10 
15 315 + 10 
225 350 + 5 
225 315 + 10 
225 315 + 10 























Carbon cloth and 
polyphenylene 





and epoxy novolac 
1,600 
SMS-21 (PAPER PHENOLIC) 
23-RPD (CORK/ASBESTOS) 
SP-8030-96. MXS198 MX-2600 SILICA MATERIALS) 
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Figure "68. TU-379,Material Screening Motor Total
 
















Figure 69-.' TU-379 Material Screening Motor, Total Heat Flux 














Figure '70. TU-379 Material Screening Motor Total
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Figure 72. TU-379'Motor Erosion Performance,
 
SP-8030-96 (Silica Cloth Phenolic)
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TU-622 LOW C/O RATIO MATERIAL PERFORMANCE 
Erosion Performance 
Total Heat Actual Reinforcement/ 
Flux QT' (mils/sec) Resin Ratio 
525 16.5 2.57/1 
N/A N/A 2.22/1 
565 i7. 0 N/A 
725 14.0 1.70/1 
1,450 13.3 N/A 
AT THE THROAT 
Reinforcement and.Resin Type 
Double thick silica cloth and phenolic 
Silica cloth and epoxy novolac 
Silica cloth and phenolic 
Asbestos cork filled mat and phenolic 
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Figure 79 Mechahical Properties vs Temperature,
 
WB-8251 (Avceram C/S Cloth Phenolic)
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AVERAGED VALUES ARE SHOWN EXCEPT WHERE NOTED. 
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SUBLIMATION TEMPERATURE. 
REF AFRPL TR-67-310 "EVALUATION OF LOW COST
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Figure 80.. Mechanical Properties vs Temperature, 
LCCM-4120 (Graphite Particle Phen-oic) 
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Figure 81 M~echanical Properties vs 'Temperature, 
ECCM-2610 (Graphit Particle Phenolic) 
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Figure 82. Mechanical Properties vs Temperature,
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REF AFRPL TR-67-310 "EVALUATION OF LOW COST 
MATERIALS AND MANUFACTURING PROCESSES FOR 
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Figure.85. Mechanical Properties vs Temperature, 
4C-1686 (Carbon Cloth Polyphenylene) 
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Figure 86. Mechanical Properties vs Temperature, 
MXS-198 (Silica (ClothEpoxy Novolac) 
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Figure 87-. Mechanical Properties vs Tem peratufre, 









































































































































260 Prior to 
burnout 
TABLE 29 
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY-OF NOZZLE MATERIALS 
Thermal Conductivity (Btu/in.)/(sq ft/sec/F) 
Material 32°F 207oF 
23-RPD 
Avg 
2.39 x 10 ­ 4 
2.18 x 10 ­ 4 




x 10­ 4 
x 10 - 4 
x 10 - 4 
4C-1686 
Avg 
4.96 x 10 ­ 4 
5.18 x 10 ­ 4 
5.07 x 10­ 4 
4.44 x 10 - 4 
4.30 x10 - 4 
4. 37 x 10 ­ 4 
SP-8030-96 
Avg 
3.60 x 10 ­ 4 
3.31 x 10 ­ 4 
3.46 x 10 ­ 4 
2.31 x 10 ­ 4 
2.46 x 10 - 4 
2.38 x 10 ­ 4 
SP-8057 
Avg 
4.51 x 10 ­ 4 
4.61 x 10­4 






10 ­ 4 
LCCM-2626 
Avg 
10.62 x 10 ­ 4 
10.70 x i0 - 4 
10.66 x 10 ­ 4 
11. 41 x 10 ­ 4 
12.23 x 10 - 4 
11.82 x i0 - 4 
116 
TABLE 30 
SPECIFIC HEAT OF NOZZLE MATERIALS 
Specific Heat (Btu/lb/°F) 





































































































*Samples exhibited significant weight loss at600' and 900'F. The sample weight 














Figure 88. Carbon Polyphenylene 4C-1686,
 
Coefficient of Thermal Expansion vs Temperature
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24535-76 
Figure 89. Carbon Phenolic SP-8057, 
Coefficient of Thermal Expansion vs Temperature 





















Figure 90". Graphite Particle Phenolic LCCM-2626, 
Coefficient of Thermal Expansion vs Temperature 
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Figure 91. Silica Phenolic SP-8030-96, 
Coefficient of Thermal Expansion vs Temperature
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Figure. 92. Asbestos Phenolic 23-RPD, 
Coefficient of Thermal Expansion vs Temperature 





Specific BawMaterial Cost 
Number Family Material Vendor Genao escription Graolty (s/lb 
1 LCEM LCCM-2626 Thiokol Graphiteparticle - phenolic molding compound 1.8 0.75 
2 LCCM-4120 Thiokol Graphitepartifle - phenoliccasng compound 1.5 0.75 
1.4 15.00Pluton-B fabric- EC-201phenolic3 Carbonreinforced SP-8057 Armoor 
1.3 20.60GS-CC2carbon fabrfo-polyphnylone 

5 &.80 5 0 S Armour CCA-1




a 1.42 20.97Carbonfabric- W13-2233phenolic 
a 
WB-8217 CordoS 
I IX-4924 Flberita Carbonfabric- phenolic 1.40 19.00 
a S Acer reinforced WB-82 1 Cordo Avceraro C/S- WB-2233phenolic 1.6 12.97 
9 	 MXCS-198b Fiberite A oeraeC/S - Opoanovo ­




11 MlS-198 	 Fibert C-100-96alliea fabro-ep. novofac 1.5 6.10 
12 Asbestos reinforced 23-RPD 	 Rayboetos- Corkfilled asbestos phenolic 1.5 4.25 
Manhattan 
a 1.61 1.85Crocidalito atoatoo142(A-6012 Flberito13 
a 1.35KF-418 Fsierite Coanmaduct-SC-1008phenolic 
1.50 
reinforcement 
14 Cottonor paper 
2.00 
FM-5272 US Po'lymrsio Kraftcrepe paper-UESP10 phenolic 1.34 









IGNITERASSEMBLY 8.12 IN. DIAMETER 
AFT CLOSURE ASSEMBLY 
~PRESSURE TRANSDUCERS 
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SUBSCALENOZZLE MIATERIALS TEST LOCATION 
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NOZZLE NO. I COMPONENT FABRICATION
 
Component and Materials 










Inlet Ring Billet 
5D WB-8217 
Ndse Ring Billet 
WB-8217 
Backside Insulation Billet 
FM-5272 
Fabrication Method 
Tape wrap halfway up cone mandrel with 6 in. SP-8050 tape, 
switch to 6 i. KF-418 tape, and complete wrapping of cone. 
Autoclave cure. Overwrap full length of cone with 1 1/2 in. 
MXA-6012 tape. Autoclave cure. 
Cut 900 "coolie hat" plies. Install in compresion tool, 
debulking as required. Install male punch and press cure. 
Tape wrap cylindrical mandrel with 5 in. MXA-6012 tape. 
Autoclave cure. 
Cut 130 deg ply patterns. Install in mold, butting ply ends 
together. Debulk as required. Install male punch and 
press cure. 
Tape wrap 5 in. W13-8217 on cylindrical mandrel, debulking 
as required. Autoclave cure. 
Tape wrap full length of cone mandrel with 6 in. FM-5272 
tape. Overwrap full length with 3 in. FM-5272 tape. Auto-
clave cure. 
Care 
Cure No. 1. Apply vacuum and 225 psi positive pressure.
° 
Cure 1 hr at 2000F, 1 hr at 250 F, 6 hr at 300*F. Cool to 
150 F under pressure. 
Cure No. 2. Apply vacuum and stage 3 hr at 1800F. Apply 
225 psi 1/2 hr at 2000F. Cure 1/2 hr at 225iF, 1 hr at 250 F, 
1 hr at 275 F, 4 hr at 300iF. Cool to 150F under pressure. 
Apply 225 psi (calculated). Cure 2 hr at 200F, 2 hr at 250F, 
6 hr at 320F. Cool to 150 F under pressure. 
Apply vacuum and stage 3 hr at 1800 F; apply 225 psi. Core 
1/2 hr at 20tSF, 1/2 hr at 225 F, 1 hr at 250°F, 4 hr at 300°F. 
Cool to 150°F under pressure. 
Apply 225 pni (calculated). Care 1 hr at 200 F, 1 hr at 250 F, 
3 hr at 300*F. Cool to 150 F under pressure. 
Apply vacuum and 225 psi positive pressure. Cure 1 hr at 
° 
200 F, 1 hr at 250 F, 6 hr at 300 F. Cool to 150F nder 
pressure.
 
Apply vacuum and 225 psi; stage 3 hr at 180 F. Cure 1-1/2 hr 




Component and Materials 





Throat Backup Billet 
23-RPD 
Inlet Ring Billet 
4C-1686 
Nose Rilg Billet 
4C-1686 
Backside Liner Billet 
MXA-6012 
TABLE 34 
NOZZLE NO. 2 COMPONENT FABRICATION 
Fabrication Method Cure 
Compresion mold billets of LCCM-2626. Machine into Cure No. 1 - LCCM-2626. Load tool with calculated quantity 
segments. Bond segments together on mandrel and overwrap of molding compound. Apply 200 tons pressure. Cure 10 hr 
with glass phenolic tape. Autoclave cure. Machine iers and at 325°F. 
assemble together. Cure No. 2 - Overwrap. Apply vacuum and 225 psi autoclave 
pressure. Cure 2 hr at 200°F, 2 hr at 250tF, 4 hr at 310'r. 
Cool under vacuum and pressure to 1500 F. 
Add molding compound to compression tool, install male Apply 2,000 psi. Cure 6 hr at 32t F. 
punch and press cure. 
Tape wrap cylindrical mandrel with 5 in. 23-RPD tape. Apply vacuum and stage 2 hr at 180*F; apply 225 psi. Cure, 
Autoclave cure. 2 hr at 180°F, 2 hr at 240°F, 2 hr at 270°F, 3 hr at 3100F. 
Cool to 150°F under vacuum and pressure. 
Cut 130 dog ply patterns Install in mold, butting ply ends Apply 225 psi. Cure 2 hr at 180 F, 2 hr at 210F, 2 hr at
° together. Install male punch and press cure. 240'F, 2 hr at 270 F, 2 hr at 3Ot F, 5 hr at 350'F. Cool to 
160'F under pressure. 
° Tape wrap cylindrical mandrel with 5 in. tape. Autoclave Apply 225 psi. Cure 2 hr at 180 F, 2 hr at 210°F, 2 hr at 
core. 240°F, 2hrat270'F, 2hrat300°F, 4hrat,350°F. Cool 
under vacuum and pressure to 160F. 
Make two full-length wraps of conical mandrel with 5 in. tape. Apply vacuum, stage 3 hr at 180'F, apply 225 psi. Cure 2 hr
° Autoclave cure. at 200°F, 2 hr at 225 F, 2 hr at 250F, 2 hr at 275°F, 6 hr at 
3100 F. Cool under vacuum and pressure to 150? F. 
TABLE 35 
3 COMPONENT FABRICATIONNOZZLE NO. 
Component and Materials 




Throat Insert Billet 
SP-8050 
Throat Backup Billet 
FM-5272 
Inlet Ring Billet 
SP-8057 
Backside Liner Billet 
23-RPD 
Nose Ring Billet 
SP-8057 
'Fabrication Method 
of conical mandrel with 6 in. SP-80S7 
tape. Wrap aft portion with 6 in. SP-8030-96 tape. Autoclave 
cure. Overwrap cone 
Wrap forward portion 
with 2-1/2 in. 23-RPD tape. Autoclave 
cure. 
Hand layup o'oole hat" method. Cut required number of plies. 
Install In compression tool with 45 deg starter ring in bottom. 
Debulk. Install male punch and press core. 
Tape wrap on cylindrical mandrel with 5 in. tape. Install 
vacuum bag and autoclave cure. 
Hand layup is mold. DebulkCut required number of plies. 
as required. Install male punch and press cure. 
full length of conical mandrel with 5 in. 23-RPD 
tape, stage. Overwrap 
Tape wrap 
full length of cone with 5 in. 23-RPD, 
tape. Autoclave cure. 
Tape wrap 5 in. SP-8057 on cylindrical mandrel, debulking 
as required. Autoclave cure. 
Cure 
Cure No. 1. Apply vacuum and 225 psi. Cure 2 hr at 180F, 
2 hr at 200 -F, 3 hr at 2250F, 3 hr at 250°F, 3 hr at 275-F, 
6 hr 310F. Cool under pressure to 150°F at a rate not to 
exceed 250 F per 1/2 hr. 
ApplyCure No. 2. Apply vacuum and stage 3 hr at 180F. 
225 psi. Cure3 hr at 250F, 6 hr at 310F. Cool as in No. 1. 
F,Apply 225 psi (calculated). Cure 2 hr at 20W F, 2 hr at 250 
° 
6 hr at 320 F. Cool to 150 F under pressure. 
° 
Apply vacuum and 225 psi. Cure 1 hr at 1800 F, 2 hr at 250 F, 
° 
4 hr at 31S F. Cool to 200 F and remove from mandrel while 
hot. 
Cure2 hr at 1 S'F, 2 hr at 250F,Apply 225 psi (calculated). 
to 160 F or lower under2 hr at 2750F, 4 hr at 3100F. Cool 
pressure.
 
Stage 1st wrap under vacuum for 3 hr at 180F. After 2nd 
wrap (oyerwrap) stage as for nose ring billet below. Apply
° 
225 psi. Cre 2 hr at 200 F, 2 hr at 250°F, 6 hr at 310°F.
 
Cool to 1500F or lower under pressure.
 
Apply vacuum and 225 psi. Core 2 hr at 1800 F, 2 hr at 2100 F, 
2 hr at 240'F, 2 hr at 270°F, 4 hr at 300°F. Cool to 160°F 
or lower under pressure. 





















NOZZLE NO. 4 COMPONENT FABRICATION SUMMARY 
Fabrication
Method 
Wrap forward portion of conical 23-niPDmmedrel with 6in. 
tape. Cure No. 1. Wrap aft portion with 6 In. MXS-198 tape. 
Cure No. 2. Ovewrapwentire cone with 2-1/2 In.KF-418 
tape, Cure No. 3. 
hat" method. 
Install incompression tool with 45dog starter 
Hand layup "coolie Cutrequired number of plies, 
ring in bottom. 
Deblk, install male punch,and presscure. 
Tape wrap on cylindrical mandrel with0 in. tape. Autoclave 
cure. 
Cutreqtred number of plies,Hand loyupin mold. Debulk, 
Insatall male punchand presscure. 
Tape wrap 1 ti. tape on cylindrical mandrel. Dehulk as 
required. Cure inautoclave, 
Tape wrap over conical mandrel with 5 in. tape. Stage. 
Overwrap staged part with 5in.tape. Aatoclave cure. 
Cure
 
Cure No. 1. Stage 3hr at 180 ander vacuum. Apply 
225 psi.Cure 2 hr at 2007, 2 hr at 20W, 6 hr at 310F.
 
Cool to 1607 or lower.
 
Cure No. 2. Vacuum bag only. Cure 2 hr at 1807, 2 hr at
 
200W, 3 hr at 250, 2 hr at 275'F, 0 hr at 3107. Cool to
 
180' at 25T per hour.
 
Cure No. 2. Apply vacuum and 225 psi. Cure 2 hr at 2000F,
 
2 hr at 250 F, 2 hr at 275' F, 6hr at 210' F. Cool to 150 F
 
at 25 F per hr.
 
Apply 225psi.Cure 2 hr at 200t, 2 hr at 250r, 2 hr at
 




Apply vacuum and 225 psi. Cure 1 hr at180, 2 hr at 2007,
 




Apply 225 psi. Cure 2 hr at 1807, 2 hr at250T, 2 hr at 
275F, 4 hr at 310'r. Coalunder pressure to 160 at 20W, 
per hour. 
Apply vacuum and 225 psi.Cure 2 hr at 2007, 2 hr at 225T, 
,
2 hr at 250-F,2 hr at 2757, 4 hr at 310W Cool underprea' 
sureto 160. 
Apply vacuum and 225psi.Cure 2 hr at 200W, 2 hr at 2257, 
2 hr at 250W, 3 hr at271W, 6 hr at 3107. Cool under 
pressure to 160W. 
Component and Materials 








Inlet Ring Billet 
LCOM-2626 
Nose Ring Billet 
SP-8030-96 
Backside Liner Billet 
KF-418 
TABLE 37 
NOZZLE NO. 5 COMPONENT FABRICATION SUMMARY 
CureFabrication Method 
Cure No. I - LCCM-2626. Load compression tool eith 
Machine OD. Install on mandrel and overwrap with glass material. Cura 24 hr at 325r and 850 psi. 
phenolic tape. Autoclave cure. Machine tiers and assemble. Cure No. 2 - LCCM-4120. Cast material into mold. Vasuum 
Tape wrap KF-418 tape on mandrel. Autoclavo cure. 	 bag. Cure 24 hr at 32572 and 1 atmosphere pressure. 
Machine and install into steel nozzle shell. 
Compression mold billets of LCCM-2626 and LCCM-4120. 
Cure No. 3 - Overwrap. Apply vacuum and 225 psi. Cure 
2 hr at 200 7, 2 hr at 225F, 3 hr at 250TF, 3 hr at 275'F, 
6 hr at 3107F. Cool nder pressure to 160'F. 
Cure No. 4 - KF-418 Ring. Apply vacuum and 226 psi. 
Care 2hrat200'F, 2hrat225F 2hrat250*F, 2hrat 
27S', 4 hr at 310F. Cool under pressure to 160F. 
LCCM-2626. Load compression tool with Compression mold LCCM-0626 billet. Machine into four 	 Cure No. I ­
segments. Install segments on mandrel and overwrap with material. Cure 12 hr at 325'F and 1,000 psi. 
23-RPD. Autoclave cure. Cure No. 2 - Overwrap. Apply vacuum bag and 225 psi. 
Cure I hr at 180' F sd 2 hr at 300F. Cool under pressure 
to 2006F. 
Load tool with material and apply 1,000 ps. Cure 2 hr at Compression mold*LCCM-2626. 
250'F, 2 hr at 275*F, 8 hr at 310F. 
Cure 2 hr at 1807S, 2 hr at Tape wrap cylindrical mandrel with 5 in. tape. Autoclave 	 Apply vacuum and 225 psi. 
225F, 3 hr at 250'F, 3 hr at 275F, 6 hr at 3107. Coot cure. 
under vacuum and pressure to 1507. 
Make two full length wraps of conical mandrel with 5 in. 	 Apply vacuum and 225 pat. Care 2 
hr at 180'F, 2 hr at 200F, 




Component and Materials 


















.Backside Liner Billet 
SP-8030-96 
TABLE 38 
NOZZLE NO. 6 COMPONENT FABRICATION SUMMARY 
Fabrication Method Cure 
Tape wrap forward portion. Tape wrap aft portion. Autoclave Cure No. 1. Apply vacuum and 225 psi. Cure 2 hr at 2007,Cure. Machine OD. Overwrap entire cone. Autoclave cure. 2 hr at 225°F, 2 hr at 250F, 2 hr at 275F, 8 hr at 310F. 
Machine and instalt. Cool under pressure to 180F. 
Cure No. 2 - Overwrap. Apply vacuum and 225 psi. Cure 
2 hr at 200F, 2 hr at 250F, 2 hrat 275°F, 6 hr at 310F. 
Coot under pressure to l50F. 
Hand layup "coolie hat" method. Cut required number of plies. Apply 225 psi. Cure 2 hr at 2007, 2 hr at 250T, 2 hr at 
Install In compression tool with 45 deg starter ring. Debulk. 275°F, 6 hr at 310 . Cool under pressure to 160. 
Install male punch and press cure. 
Tape wrap on cylindrical mandrel with S in. tape. Autoclave Apply vacuum and 225 psi. Cure 2 hr at 180T, 2 hr at 200T, 
cure. 2 hr at 2407, 2 hr at 275F, 4 hr at 3107. Cool under 
pressure to 160F. 
Cut required number of plies. Hand layup in mold. Debulk. Apply 225 psi. Cure 2 hr at 180, 2 hr at 250F, 2 hr atInstall male punch and press cure. 275*F, 4 hr at 310'r. Cool under pressure to 160F at a 
rate of 30F/hr. 
Tape wrap 5 in. tape on cylindrical mandrel. Autoclave cure. Apply vacuum and 225 psi. Cure 2 hr at 180T, 2 hr at 225T, 
2 hr at 275*F, 6 hr at 310T. Cool under pressure to 180F. 
Remove part Immediately while at 1807T. 
Tape wrap over conical mandrel with 5 in. tape. Stage. Over- Apply vacuum and 225 psi. Cure 2 hr at 180&F, 2 hr at 
wrap with additional 5 in. tape. Autoclave cure. 	 200 F, 3 hr at 225' F, 3 hr at 250' F, 3 hr at 275o F, 6 hr 
at 3100F. Cool under pressure to 150oF. 
TABLE 30 
COMPONENT RADIOGRAPHIC INSPECTION RESULTS 
Nozzle 
No. component Discrepancy Diapimton 
Exit cone None 
Throat Several delarninatioms Removed during final machining 
Throat backup Folds and resin rich areas, I metallic inclusion Use as Is 
Ilet None 
Nose Numerous small delaminatnion, 2 inclusions Removed during finld machiling 
Backside liner None 
2 Exit cone Not inspected 
Throat Nooe 
Throat backup None 
inlet None 
Nose None 
Backside liner None 
3 Exit cone None 
Throat None 
Throat backup None 
inlet None 
Noe None 
Backside liner None 
4 Exit cone None 
Threat Small voids near 01) 1 Inclusion Remoed during final machining 
Throat backup None 
blet None 
Nose None 
Backside liner Several small voids Use as is 
6Exit cone Retainer ring - None 
Aft, mid and fwd rings not Inspected 
Throat Small high density Inclusion throughout Use as in, lypiosl of material 
Throat backup Not inspected (not fabrtcated an separate part) 
Inlet Small high denstty inclusions ihroughout Use as is, typ""a of material 
Nose None 
Backside liner None 
Exit cone None 
Throat None 
Throat backup Numerous delamlnations and separtlone Use as is 
Inlet Surface porosity Use as to 
Nose Small delaminton near OD Use as is 
Backside liner None Use as is 
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Figure 101. Nozzle No. 1 Exit Cone Assembly 
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Figure 102. Nozzle No. 1 Throat and Backup Assembly 
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Figure 103. Nozzle No. 1 Inlet Ring 
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Figure 104. Nozzle No. 1 Nose 
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Figure 105. Nozzle No. 1 Backside Insulation 
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Figure 106. Nozzle No. 1 Final Assembly (View A) 
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Figure 107. Nozzle No. 1 Final Assembly (View B) 
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Figure 108. Nozzle No. 3 (View A) 
Figure 109. Nozzle No. 3 (View B) 
FigurellO. NozzleNo. 3(ViewC) 
Figure 111. Nozzle No. 4 (View A) 
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Figure 112. Nozzle No. 4 (View B) 
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Figure 113. Nozzle No. 4 (View C) 
Figure 114. Nozzle No. 4 (View D) 




Figure 116. Nozzle No. 6 Before Test (View B) 
Figure 117. Nozzle No. 6 Before Test (View C) 
Figure 118. Nozzle No. 6 Before Test (View D) 
Figure 119. Nozzle No. 6 Before Test (View E) 
TABLE 40 
FINAL ASSEMBLY DISCREPANCIESSUSCALE 
Discrepcy 
OD of exit cone overwrap debuliked excessively, causing 
undersize condition, 
Gap between throat and exit cone up to 0.07 in. wide. 
2 Gap between exit cone segmens up to 0.010 in. wide. 
Print specified 0 ­ 0. 005. 
3 Groove gouged around aft part of throat during finul machining, 
0.080 in. deep by 0. 250 in. wide. 
4 Backside liner machined incorrectly, causing improper fit 
to steel shell and to other components. 
Ci 
During cure of exit cone liner, forward portion deoliked 
excesively. When skim cut, part was 0.20 in. thinner than 
specified. 
Inner surface of aft exit cone was rough and nomiform 
after core. 
0 Backside liner machined incorrectly, causing improper fit 
to steel shell. 
Gap between throat segments up to 0.010 in. wide. 
Print specified 0 - 0. 006. 
6 Backside liner intentionally shifted 0.10 in. forward 
during final fitting. 
To Insure proper fit, exit cone was shifted forward 0.10 in., 
resulting in a 0.10 in. gap between exit cone and steel aft 
retair plate. 
NOZZLES 
Trowelled UF-1166 (silica filled epoxy podlamide) on cone,
 
cured, and remachined to print.
 
Filled in with UF-1120 (sobestos filled epoxy polysulfide). 
Used as is. 
Haud sanded to blend in smothly with exit con. 
Remachined. Resulted in decrease in part thickness of 
1/0 in. and large gap between part and steel shell at aft end 
by bolt flenge. Gap was filled in with UF-1120 (asbestos 
filled epoey polysulflde). 
Increased thickness of overwrap by 0.20 inch. 
Snd blasted and applied epoxy polysu fide smoother compound. 
Remachned. Resulted in decrease in part thickness of 
1/8 in. Used as is. 
Used as is. 
Used as is. 
Used as i.. 
Fgr12.Nozzle No. 2 LCCM-2626 Molded Cylinders 
Figure 121. Nozzle No. 2 Four Mating Exit Cone Segments 
Figure 122. Nozzle No. 2 Four Mating Exit Cone Segments 
Figure 123. Nozzle No. 2 Exit Cone Segments on Tape Wrapped Mandrel 
07 
Figure 124. Nozzle No. 2 Installation of Mandrel Prior to Tape Wrap 
Figure 125. Nozzle No. 2 Tape Wrapping Segments (View A) 
Figure 126. Nozzle No. 2 Tape Wrapping Segments (View B) 
Figure 127. Nozzle No. 2 Cured Middle Segmented Tier 
Figure 128. Nozzle No. 2 Assembled Exit Cone Tiers 
Figure 129. Nozzle No. 2 Installed Segmented Exit Cone 




Figure 132. Nozzle No. 2 (View A) 
Figure 133. Nozzle No. 2 (View B) 




Figure 135. Nozzle No. 5 Tiered Exit Cone (View A) 
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Figure 136. Nozzle No. 5 Tiered E~dt Cone (View B) 
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Figure 137. Nozzle No. 5 Nose Inlet and Segmented Throat (View A) 
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Figure 138. Nozzle No. 5 Nose Inlet and Segmented Throat (View B) 
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ACTUAL DESIGN CURVE 
o- INLET AND THROAT DATA 
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23814-4 
Figure 1-40. TU-622 Material Performance Curve, SP-8030-96 .{Si-lica) 
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Figure 144. 'Subseale Nozzle Total Heat Flux, Canvas and Paper Material 
TABLE 41
 

















Nozzle Area Erosion 
Location Rate ( illsec) 
Throat (#2) 3.00 
Inlet (#5) 3.50 
Throat (#6) 3.00 
Forward Exit (#2) 1.80 
Middle Exit (#2) 0.65 
Aft Exit (#2) 0.18 
Forward Exit (#5) 1,80 
Submerged Liner (#1) 10.00 
Forward Exit (#4) 6.70 
Aft Exit (#3) .70 
1. 	 If Erosion Rate Factor is 1.00 or greater, 
Predicted Erosion. 
2. 	 If Erosion Rate Factor is under 1.00 or a 
lower than Predicted Erosion. 
Actual 
Erosion Actual E. R. Factor/ 











the Actual Erosion is higher than 
minus nmober, the Actual Erosion Is 
Allowable Erosion Factor Increase 
Nozzle Typo Heat Sink Total 
Factor X Faqtor Factor 
1.50 2.25 3.38 
t.50 2.25 3.38 
1.50 2.25 3.38 
1.00 2.25 2.25 
1.00 2.25 2.25 
1.00 2.25 2.25 
1.00 2.25 2.25 
1.00 1.00 1.00 
1.00 1.00 1.00 
1.00 1.0i 1.00 
FWD p- AFT 
EXI 
INLET THR1OAT ffEXIT 







NOTES, L. AXIAL LOCATION OX NOZZLE IN INCHES 0S1/2 OF STATION (CIRLED)3050CR. ZERO REFERENCE OAT THE THROAT.
 
NOSIREPRS OFTHROATARE NEGATIVE. NOOS[ERS
FvONSARE 
AFT O THROATAREPOSITIVE 
(fl(2. PHR-ELLANTRBLOVWGSCOEFFICIENT 0S 
PREDICTED EROSIONRATE 
EROSIONHITE ETWEFNSTAR 
AXIAL SUROCALE FARETEOS POINTANDAERODYNAMIC FROMTOJl? 
h/co h/o 1 QT L DESIGN ) 0 NIATERIA OTARVALLETSTATION LENGTH(OS.) P .CERVE (MIS/NEC) (ISS1/SEC) 
+® +1.50 - - IS (NOT TESTED OSTO-Ill) 2.40 
-6 -3.00 0.005 2.73 --	 1.40 
- .) -3.00 -0.700 0.33 -	 10.90 
U® 0 0.600 8.07 --	 8.09 
45 ® 02.50 0.288 1.78 -- -. 3.10 
+33@ +16.00 - -. OS0 (O TESTED T-SS) E 1.A05 
Figure 145. Nozzle No. 1 Material Performance Evaluation 
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ESTE 1 AILTLCATION ONNOZZLE I CHS No/SOSSTATION 
(CIRCLED)RNNIBER. ZERO REFERENCE IS AT THE THROAT. 
NUMBERSFORWARDOFTHROATARE NEGATIVE. NUSIERS 
APT OFTHROATARE POSITIVE. 
2. PROPELLANTBLOWINGCOEFFICIENT(8) = 0. 098 
3. MIRUS(-) SIGN INDICATES WALL THICIKNESS INCREASED 
AXIAL SHESCALE ARODYNIASIC P!AHAETERS 
0/00EnNOTH 12,022 -0-
STATION (.) p 
+S (® +1.50 - - 55 
-0 -30 0.205 2.98 ­
-6 -3.00 0.700 10.12 --
S 0 0.010 O.E ­
3.00 0.155 0.72 --
(D +13.00 0.122 .8 --





TU-622 MIATERIAL POINTAND 
DESIGNCURVES STARVALLEY 
(OSS/SEC) (MILS/SEC) 








Figure 1-46. Nozzle No. 2 Material Performance Evaluation 
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FWD AFT 





(CIRCLED)NU0ER. ZEROREFERENCE NU ER ISATTHE THROAT.. 
NUMBERSFORWARDOF THROAT ARE NEGATIVE. NUMBERS 
AFT OF THROAT AREPOSITIVE. 
NOTES: 1. AXIALLOCATION 











STATION N.) - MILSSECns/ISII/OEC1 
3 (A +1.50 -- 515 10.00 6.40 
-6 -3.0 0.205 2.75 -- 2.70 4.44 
-6 -3.00 0.700 9.41 -- .41 11.03 
0 0 0.600 7.88 " (NOTTESTED IN TU-622) 9.78 
-0 83.00 0.360 0.04 -- 4.04 4.09 
+38 (g) 18.00 - - 22 0.70 2.13 
U535.-56 
Figure 147. Nozzle No: 3 Material Performance Evaluation 
194. 
-- 
FWD----- + AFT 
INLET 	 THROAT EXIT 
STATION STATION 










AFT OF THROATARE POSITIVE.
 
2. PROPELLANT COEFFICIENTV) 0.098BLOWING -
S. INLETC EROSIONPATTERNWASLESSIN THREEOTHERSIMILARPLANES 
ACTUALTEST 
PREDICTED EROSIONRATE 
EROSIONRATE BETWEENSTAR-AXIAL SUSCALE AERODYNAMICPARAMETERS TU-622MATERIAL POINTANDLENGTH h/cp N12,000 QT DESIGNCURVESSTATION MP- STARVALLEYI 	 (ILS/SEC 
- -I/SEC 
'N® OL.SS seR (NOTTESTEDIN TU-6) 4.43 
-S® -2.5 0 
- SI-. NOTTESTESINTO-S) 9.0 
-5 T 
-2S0 592 18.00 27.87 
05) 0 .. 
 .. 450 14.00 

.3.00'6 *) -45 6.70 18.02 
'8 ) 019.00 
­ 17 1.80 L96 
M4535-%, 
Figure 148. Nozzle No. 4 Material Performance Evaluation 
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18.85 
INLET THROAT EXIT 
8.12 DIA 
€ 2.77 P= 112 ' " 
BCT STATION DESIGNIt 
STATIONSTATION 
AX. LONc ON STATION 
S-8030.96 
-10 P /9 FSi OA |KF-118l- -- /_ t 3/u 
B - _.CA 
STATION STATION
 
T2OAT AREIOAF OFB P SIIVE 
NO SCAIB 
X. ONNOZZLEIN IS1/2 STATION 
(CIRCLED)NUMER. ZEROREFERENCENUMBERIS AT THE THROAT. 
NU LERS OF THROOAT 
NOTES IAXIALLOCATION ANEHES AF 
FORWARD RENEGATIVE.NUMBERS AFT OF THROAT ARE POSITIVE. 








PRPSEDICTED EROSIONRATE E1O0O RATE FROMl BETWEEN STAR, 
TU-622M5ATERIAL POINTAND 
DESIGNC URV/ES STARVALLEY 
MILs/SEC) alnII/SEC) 
.3 ( +1.50 .. . 660 (NOTTESTEDIN TU-622) 3.59 
-50£ -2.SO . ... 225 7.10 10.62 
-S (s -3.00 0.700 7.33 -- 3.50 8.57 
I® 0 0.600 6.30 - 3.00 9.94 
+0 ® +3.00 0.358 3.76 - 1.80 18.33 
-*0 ®D -13.50 0.120 1.51 - 1.15 1.37 
+32 © +16.00 0.095 1.20 - 0.85 0.51 
2455- 51 
Figure 149. Nozzle No. 5 Material Performance Evaluation 
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FWD AFT 
IN"T THROAT_ EXIT 
STATIONSTA N 51 / 
=2.77 -6 - - STATION 
DESIGN I
S SKF-S18 2.48 D
 





-57 E+STATION5 STATION 
NO SCALE 
NOTES: L.AXIAl. LOCATION ONNOZZLEIN INCHESISI/2,OFSTATION
 




AFT OFTHROATARE POSITIVE. 
2 PROPELLANTSLOWINGCOEFFICIENT = 0. 098.() 
ACTUALTEST 
PREDICTED ROSIONRATE 
EROSIONRATEFROT ETWEEN STAR. 
AIAL SUBSCALE PARAMETERS TS2"WAT RBSRL POINTANDAERODYNAMIC 
LENGTH h/ (3 172000 QT DEUSI1GCRVES STARVALLEY 
STATION (IN.) 0 - (MILS/SEC) SIIIs/SEC) 
-
55 4.85 6,063 G) +1.50 ­
.. .. 





-0 © -3.00 ­
8.09 9.400.60 8.09 --b@® 0 
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STATION 
Figure 151. TU-622 Pre and Post-Test Evaluation 
24535-70 
Figure 152. Subscale Nozzle-Closure Assembly 
Figure 153. Subspale Motor and Test Stand 
Figure 153. Subs~ale Motor and Test Stand 
TABLE 42 
SUBSCALE MOTOR PERFORMANCE 
Avg Web Pressure 
Motor No. Nozzle Throat Material (psia) 
1 MX-4926 carbona 471 
2 LCCM-2626 graphite particle 466 
3 SP-8050 carbon 476 
4 SP-8030-96 silica 384 
5 LCCM-2626 graphite particle 446 
segmented 
6 SP-8057 carbon 446 









2 - 13.4PSI PSI 
MAX PS - 510- 13.4 - 113.4 
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Figure 155. Pressure Time Envelope for Six Subscale Motor Firings 
Figure 156. Subscale Nozzle No. 1 Submerged Liner and Nose 
Figure 157. Subscale Nozzle No. 1 Nose, Inlet, and Throat 
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Figure 163. Nozzle No. 1 Erosion-Char Profile Between Propellant 
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TABLE 43 
NOZZLE NO. 1 POST-TEST INSPECTION 
Ablative Liner Comments 
OD Submerged Liner Ply delaminations 
FM-5272 paper Low uniform erosion 
Very weak char layer 
Good performance 
Nose Local spalling and cracks 
WB-8217 carbon Local gouging and ply delaminations 
Low uniform erosion 
Good performance 
Inlet Ply delaminations 
WB-8217 carbon Low uniform erosion 
Light surface spall 
Excellent performance 
Throat Ply delaminations 
MX-4926 carbon Low uniform erosion 
Excellent performance 
Forward exit Ply delaminations 
SP-8050 Low uniform erosion 
Excellent performance 
Aft exit Weak char layer 
KF-418 canvas Ply delaminations 
Small local gouging 
Very good performance 
Insulation Liner Comments 
Exit Cone Insulation Local ply delaminations 
MXA-6012 asbestos Satisfactory performance 
Inlet - Throat Insulation Local ply delaminations 
MXA-6012 asbestos Satisfactory performance 
215 
Figure 165. Subscale Nozzle No. 2 Submerged Liner and Nose 
Figure 166. Subscale Nozzle No. 2 Nose, Inlet, and Throat 
Figure 167. Subscale Nozzle No. 2 Exit Cone 

















Figure 170. Sectioned Nozzle No. 2 Submerged LinerS 
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-Figure 176. Nozzle No. 2 Nominal Exit Erosion 
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NOZZLE NO. 2 POST-TEST INSPECTION
 
Ablative Liner Comments 
OD Submerged Ply delaminations 
MXA-6012 asbestos Uniform erosion 
Good performance 
Nose Ply delaminations 
4C-1686 carbon polyphenylene Uniform erosion 
Local gouging 
Good performance 
Inlet Ply delaminations 
4C-1686 carbon polyphenylene Uniform erosion 
Good performance 
Throat Uniform erosion 
LCCM-2626 graphite particle Local spalling 
phenolic Internal delaminations 
Very good performance 
Forward Exit Nonuniform erosion 
LCCM-2626X graphite particle Spalled and gouged areas 
phenolic segmented Internal delamination 
Segmented joint O. K. 
Fair performance 
Middle Exit Spalled and gouged area 
LCCM-2626X graphite particle Nonuniform erosion 
phenolic segmented Internal delaminations 
Segmented joints O.K. 
Fair performance 
Aft Exit Spalled and gouged areas 
LCCM-2626X graphite particle Nonuniform erosion 
phenolic segmented Internal delaminations 
Segmented joints O.K. 
Fair performance 
Insulation Liner Comments 
Exit Cone Insulation No delaminations 
1581 glass phenolic Very satisfactory performance 
Inlet-Throat Insulation No delaminations 
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Figure 178. Partial Motor Thrust vs Time, Nozzles No. 2 and 3
 
24535-109 
Figure 179. Nozzle No. 3 Submerged Liner and Nose 







Figure 180. Nozzle No. 3 Nose, Inlet, and Throat 
Figure 181. Nozzle No. 3 Exit Cone (View A) 








Figure 183. Sectioned Nozzle No. 3 Submerged Liners 
Figure 184. Sectioned Nozzle No. 3 Exit Cone 




Figure 185. Nozzle No. 3 Erosion-Char Profile (Propellant Starpoint) 
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3 POST-TEST INSPECTION 
Comments 
Uniform erosion 
Axial surface wrinkles 




Local spalling and gouging 
Good performance 
Local gouging and delaminations 
Uniform erosion 





Low uniform erosion 
Very good performance 
Interface delamination 
Uniform erosion 
Very good performance 
Comments 
No delaminations 





















Figure 190. Nozzle No. 4 Submereed Liner. Nose, Inlet. and Throat 
247 
Figure 191. Nozzle No. 4 Nose and Inlet 
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Figure 192. Nozzle No. 4 Exit Cone 
0 tli 
Figure 193. Sectioned Nozzle No. 4 Submerged and Exit Cone Liners 
+ T. 
Figure 194. Nozzle No. 4 Erosion-Char Profile (Propellant Starpoint) 
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Figure 196. Nozzle No. 4 Erosion-Char Profile (Between Propellant Starpoint and Star Valley) 
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NOZZLE NO. 4 POST-TEST INSPECTION
 
Ablative Liner Comments 
OD Submerged Structural integrity 
KF-418 canvas phenolic Uniform erosion 
Weak char layer 
Very good performance 
Nose Local high erosion 
KF-418 canvas phenolic Localized gouge and spalling 
Weak char layer 
Structural integrity 
Fair to good performance 
Inlet Local high erosion 
SP-8030-96 silica phenolic Local gouge 
Structural integrity 
Fair to good performance 
Throat Local spalling and gouge 
SP-8030-96 silica phenolic High uniform erosion, 
Structural integrity 
Good performance 
Forward Exit Liner lost 
23-RPD asbestos phenolic High uniform erosion 
Poor performance 
Aft Exit Interface spalling and gouge 
MXS-198 silica epoxy novolac Ply delamination 
Uniform erosion 
Good performance 
Insulation Liner Comments 
Exit Insulation Local loss of insulation 
KF-418 canvas phenolic No delaminations 
Very satisfactory 
Inlet-Throat Insulation No delaminations 




WEB TIME = 61.0 SEC 
AVG WEB PRESSURE = 383.7 PSIA 
TIME (SEC) 
Figure 198. Partial Motor Pressure and Thrust, Nozzle No. 4 
24535-108 
TABLE 47 











12,425 -- 1.60 -­
12,675 -- 1.60 -­
13,250 13,650 1.63 --
MM 14,100 1.63 
--
Avg 12,020 13,875 1.61 1.50 
Acetone Extraction Residual Volatiles 
Avg of 5 specimens (%) 2.30 3.33 
Range of 5 specimens (%) 1.88 - 3.03 3.25 - 3.40 
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fGRAPIUTE PARTIM) SP-8030-96 
(SILICA) 
Figure 199. Nozzle No. 5 Submerged Liners 
Figure 200. Nozzle No. 5 Nose, Inlet, and Throat 
Figure 201. Nozzle No. 5 Exit Cone 
Figure 202. Sectioned Nozzle No. 5 Submerged Liners 






Figure 204. Nozzle No. 5 Erosion-Char Profile (Propellant Starpoint) 
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Figure 206. Nozzle No. 5 Erosion-Char Profile (Between Propellant Starpoint and Star Valley) 
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TABLE 48
 
NOZZLE NO. 5 POST-TEST INSPECTION
 
Ablative Liner Comments 
OD Submerged Liner Uniform erosion 
KF-418 canvas phenolic Weak char layer 
Structural integrity 
Good performance 
Nose Local high erosion 
SP-8030-96 silica phenolic Ply delaminations 
Structural integrity 
Good performance 
Inlet Low unifoim erosion 
LCCM-2626 graphite particle Delaminations and cracks 
phenolic Local spalling 
Good performance 
Throat Uniform erosion 
LCCM-2626 graphite particle Internal delaminations 
phenolic Local spalling 
Fair to good performance 
Forward Exit Cone High nonuniform erosion 
LCCM-2626X graphite particle Spalling and gouging 
phenolic Internal delaminations 
Liner lost locally 
Poor to fair performance 
Middle Exit Cone Interface gouging and spalling 
LCCM-4120 graphite particle Low uniform erosion 
phenolic Delaminations and cracks 
Fair to good performance 
Aft Exit Cone Low uniform erosion 
LCCM-4120 graphite particle Delaminations and cracks 
phenolic Good performance 
Insulation Liner Comments 
Exit Cone Insulation No delaminations 
1581 glass phenolic Prevented loss of steel shell 
Very satisfactory 
Inlet-Throat Insulation Local delaminations 
.23-RPD asbestos phenolic Satisfactoiry 
271 





PROPELLANT GRAIN STAR VALLEY 
(4 LOCATIONS) 
PROPELLANT GRAIN STAR POINT 
(4 LOCATIONS) 
23971-3 




M i6RAR E 
Figure 209. Nozzle No. 5 Exit Cone with Steel Shell Exposed 
273 
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TIME (SEC) 
Nozzle No. 5 Motor Performance 
40.0 
23971-4 
Figure 211. Middle Exit Cone Liner OD Surface 




Figure 213. Nozzle No. 6 Submerged Liners 
Figure 215. Nozzle No. 6 Exit Cone 
t' 
Figure 216. Sectioned Nozzle No. 6 Submerged and Exit Cone Liners 
0 
Figure 216. Sectioned Nozzle No. 6 Submerged and Exit Cone Liners 
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Local high erosion 
Very weak char 
Local delamination and spalling 





































SUBSCALEMATERIALCOMPONENT PRF ORmANCERATING 
Ran 
Ablative Liners Inseitiv Liners Material 
Mnial 
Suboerged 
Linor ...s Inlet Thru L Fowaerd oit Aft Enit ExitCone insolation ineThroat Insulation Cost J$/lbl 
Carboost.-.s 
TapoWeapped 
WB-8217(Std) Good(I)- Eellent () 20.97 
M-4926 (Std) erollent (1) 19.00 
8050(Std) Exnellent() Exceeiest(i) 16.0 
SP-8057 Good(3) Very Good (3) Exellont(i) VeryGood (3) 15.00 
4C-1686 Good(2) Good (2) 20.60 
Molded 
LCCM-2626 Good (5) FairtoGood(5) 0.75 
VeryGoed(2) 
LCCM-2626X Poorto Fair (5)** Fair(2)** 0.75 
Fair(2)** 
LCCM-4120 God (5) 0.75 
Lon Cbonaceou or 
Na-Coeoeeus 
Tep. Wreiped 
XF-18 Si Good(5) Fair to Good(4) God () Very Good (1) Very Very 1.50 
Couvse Very Good(4) Satisfactory(4) Satisfeetory (6) 
FM-5272Ste Good C) Fair toGood(6) Good (6) Adequate(6)** Adequate(3)*- 2.00 
Paper 
23-RFDAsbestos VeryGood (3) Poor(4)-- Very Seitiatery (5) 4.25 
Cork Satisfactory(3) Very 
Satisfactory() 
MXA-6012Asbestos Good(2) Satisfactory(1) Saitisctory () t,85 
F80.0-1. Good(6) Good(5) God (6) Good (4) Very Good (3) Very 4.90 
Silica Fairto Good (4) satfantory ( 
CXS-198Stiica Good (4) 0.10 
1581- GIass Very (2) 2.02 
MXB-6001 Satisfactory(5) 
) Indinates subses.o atstn.iber. 
Noleomaterialre.s were elicnated as mae.tabie. 
TABLE51 
RECOMMENEDNOZZLE MATERIAL AREALOCATIONFOR 200 IN. NOZZLE 
I 
0 Submerged Liner G 
1. FM-5272paper 
2. MXA-6012aabstos 
3. 23-RPD abestos 











Inlet Throat@ @i 
WB-8E17carbon NU-492 carbon 
4C-1686carbon LCCM-262 
graphll partitl 
SI-8057 carbon SP-l0 carbon 
IP-8030 sIlica SP-lO30silica 































Material Propetiea laterial Post-Test 
Thermal Test Perfareesce StructuralScific Ga1 SitCaterres Csloe k Eresion Sate mle/eel Itarrlt 
Material Fabrlratila Terhnie o iEtdUetitab, 

Threat Area (Silca andCarabonaeus Materlis)l 
 Statis 0.0 
MX-4926(Std)Carbon Tape wrap- cured (225psi - 100°F) 1.40 35,0n 0.483 8.09 Verygood 
SP-8050Carbon Tapewrap- cured (22 psi - 300 F) 1.44 34, 546 0.351 9.78 Eacellent 
LCCIS-2626Graphite particle 5olded - cured (t, 000 psi - 325" F) 1.80 12,000 0.320 8.10 Very good good 
SP-t0l7 Carba Tape wrap - rred (22 psi - 320'F) 1.40 28,100 0.130 9.14 REcellent 
SP-S030Siliea Tapewrap- cured(225pal - 310'F) 1.60 23.100 0.100 58.85 rxeeltent 
GOSubmered Are, (Siles. Asbestea, Caeas ad PaperMataerials statione 0 
SP-8030Silica Tape wrap-ered (2Spsi - 310' ) 1.60 23,100 0.100 6.18 Good 
KF-418Cavas Tapewrap- cured (225psi - 500F) 1.35 22,812 0.159 S.93/6,t85 Ea.eltent, excellent 
ItD 23-BPD Asbestos Tape wrap- cured (225 psi - 310' F) 1.50 15, tS 0.1069 4.98 cellent 
QD FM-5272 (td) Paper Tape wrap - cured (22 pat - 300' F) 1.34 24,370 0.230 2.46 Fair to good
0 
tEIA-6012 Asbestos Tape wrap - cured (225 pet - 3 0oF) 1.101 22,219 .077 5.22 Hood 
Aft Edt Cooe(Silica. C.neas, Paper. ad Crbea.o.s Materiatst Stattot +32.0 
LCCM-2626XGraphlt pretolo Molded- red (850 ptl - 325r) NA NA NA 16.0 Fair 
LCCM-4120Graphito particle Molded- cured (15 psi - 325'F) 1.50 8,200 0.886 06.8 Fair 
SP-8030 Silte Tape wrap - cured (225psi - 310' F) 1.60 23,100 0.100 3.55 Very good 
KF-418(Std)Caes Tape wrap - cured (2 psi - 300' P) 1.35 22,812 0.159 1.7 Good 
PM-l27l Papsr Tape wrap - cured (225pai - 310' F) 1.34 24,370 0.230 1.10 Good 
° 

100S-198Sili.a Tape wrap - eured (IS psi - 310 F) 1.50 84,600 
 NA 4.1 Very good 
aWllhlaaina warp direction or grain (ps etoom tceperature. Seferenecs: Materials sereoing ectoe of this report.
 
hA.... latina ( - t a
e h' eatn tonparatara. AFRPL-TBt-67-310- "Evalaait of Lew CostMaterial. sad MantftetrinHProcesses for Large SolidRocketMotre' 
APML-TR-61-1e3 - "Thermal-Mechaneal Properties of Five Ablative 
.Rieiroed Plastic from Roo Temperature to 70F" 
AFEPL - Eottreot AF 04(611)-11417 - "Deelopment of Casisbl Carbona.etoa 
Materile for Solid Rocket Nozales" 
TABLE 53
 





1. 	 SP-8030-96 
2. 	 SP-8050 
MX.-4926 
WB-8217 
3. 	 SP-8057 
4. 	 4C-1686 
5. 	 23-EPD 
6. 	 FM-5272 
7. 	 KF-418 
8. 	MXA-6012 





























































































MATERIAL PERFORMANCE AND PREDICTION ANALYSIS 
1. 	 Preliminary Material Selection 
Fourteen materials rated by erosion, char, specific gravity and cost/lb. 
Four 260 in. low cost material nozzle matrices of best ranked suhscale 
materials. 
2. 	 Material Performance Graphs 
Thirteen materials erosion-char rates plotted vs subscale wall. 
Heat transfer coefficient (h/cp)or total wall flux (Q,) 
Material design lines drawn. 
3. 	 Preliminary '260 in. Nozzle Design 
A standard material nozzle (computer designed). 
Aerodynamic flow analysis for h/cp and Qi). 
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LCCM-4120 Material 0.68 
Lot - - - 
0.34 
































SP-8030-96 6.18 8.75 11.00 10.10 






































































NOTES:1. Inputdatafor costmerit rating (MR) ind l . Er o son­e a r design cu r es. 
-3 5 "12 
De.E-EROSION 
8al 4 
- SI O N 
[ Eros itmil/se)] 
-C r,St l(m'Ie/ -
.8-4-0 ,-1 00C. 
TABLE 56 
SUBMERGED LINER MATERIAL EVALUATION 
Average Average 
Corrected Corrected Raw 
Erosion Char Specific Material 
Motor Rate Rate Gravity Cost CMR 
Material Tested No. (mils/sec) (mils/sec) P ($/lb) Index Rank 
1. 	 SP-8030-96 
Silica (Standard) 6 7.90 2.35 1.60 4.90 105 -­
2. 	 KF-418 Canvas 4, 5 6.00 2.86 1.35 1.50 24 2 
3. 	 23-RPD Asbestos 3 6.13 0.72 1.50 4.25 56 4 
4. 	 FM-5272 Paper 1 2.64 3.34 1.34 2.00 22 1 
5. 	 MXA-6012 2 7.36 1.55 1.61 1.85 34 3 
NOTES: 
1. 	 Erosion rate factor of safety = 1.25
 
Char rate factor of safety = 1. 50
 
2. 	 Typical CMR index value calculation: 
2.64 (1.25) + .(3.34) (1.50)] 1.34 (2.00) 22 CMR for FM-5272
 
Lowest CMR index number is best.
 
TABLE 57 




Erosion Char Specific 
Motor Rate Rate Gravity 
Material Tested No. (mils/see) (mils/sec) P 
1. 	 FM-5272 Paper 6 17.29 1.68 1.34 
2. 	 KF-418 Canvas 4 21.27 1.95 1.35 
3. SP-8030-96 Silica 5 16.17 2.27 1.60 
O' 4. 4C-1686 Carbon 2 9.40 5.77 1.30 
5. 	 SP-8057 Carbon 3 8.27 4.05 1.40 
6. 	 WB-8217 Carbon 1 6.42 7.39 1.42 
(Standard) 
NOTES: 
1. 	 Erosion rate factor of safety = 1. 375
 
Char rate factor of safety = 1.00
 
2. 	 Assume paper char layer thickness (t = 0. 10 in.) 
3. 	 Typical CMR index value calculation: 
[9.4 (1.375) + 5.77 (1. 00)] 1. 30 (20. 60) = 501 CMI for 4C-16 































Corrected Corrected Raw 
Erosion Char Specific Material 
Motor Rate Rate Gravity Cost CMR 
Material Tested No. (mils/sec (mils/sec) P ($/lb) Index Rank 
1. 	 SP-8630-96 Silica 4, 6 28.05 1.77 1.60 4.90 344 
 2 
2. 	 4C-1686 Carbon 2 9.14 8.10 1.30 20.60 584 4 
3. 	SP-8057.Carbon 3 12.80 3.87 1.40 15.00 484 3 
4. 	 LCCM-2626 Graphite 5 14.17 12.59 1.80 0.75 46 1 
Particle 




1. 	 Char thickness for LCCM-2626 was assumed to be 0. 75 in. (from TU-622 test data). 
2. 	 Erosion rate factor of safety = 1. 5
 
Char rate factor of safety = 1. 0
 
3. 	 Typical CMR index value calculation: 
[12.80 (1.50) + 3. 87 (1. 00)] 1.40 (15. 00) = 484 CMR for SP-8057
 
Lowest CMR index number is best.
 
TABLE 59 
THROAT MATERIAL EVALUATION 
Average Average 
Corrected Corrected Raw 
Erosion Char Specific Material 
Motor Rate Rate Gravity Cost CMR 
Material Tested No. (mils/sec (mils/sec) P 1$/Ib) Index Rank 
1. 	 SP-8030-96 Silica 4 21.32 1.51 1.60 4.90 263 2 
2. 	 SP-8057 Carbon 6 9.79 4.40 1.40 15.00 401 3 
3. 	 LCCM-2626 Graphite 2,5 11.07 12.79 1.80 0.75 40 1 
Particle 
4. 	 SP-8050 Carbon 3 8.95 6.,29 1.44 16.50 469 4 
5. 	 MX-4926 Carbon 1 7.38 6.92 1.40 23.00 579 -­
(Standard) 
NOTES: 
1. 	 Char thickness for LCCM-2626 was assumed to be 0.75 in. (based on TU-622 test data). 
2. 	 Erosion rate factor of safety = 1.50
 
Char rate factor of safety 1.00
 
3. 	 Typical CMR index value calculation: 
[21.32 (1. 50) + 1.51 (1. 00)] 1.60 (4.90) = 263 CMR for 9P-8030 
Lowest CMR index number is best. 
TABLE 60 
FORWARD EXIT MATERIAL EVALUATION 
Average Average 
Corrected Corrected Raw 
Erosion Char Specific Material 
Motor Rate . ,Rate Gravity Cost CMR 
Material Tested No. (mils/sec (mils/sec) P ($/1b) Index Rank. 
1. 	 23-RPD Asbestos 4 Material Lost During Test --a 
2. 	 KF-418"Canvas' 6 12.24 1.63 1.35 1.50 34 1 
3. 	 SP-8057 Cailbon 3 2. 61 6.17 1.40 15.00 198 2 
00 	 4. LC'CM-2626X 5 Material Lost Locally During Test --
Graphite lparticle 
5. 	 LCCM- 2626X' 2 15.74 8.62b 1.80 0.75 38 --a 
Graphite Particle 
6. 	 SP-8050 Carbon 1 1. 99 8.15 1.44 16.50 253 3 
(Stahdard) 
aMaterial LCCM-2626X needs further processing development-to be applied on'this area.
 
bChar depth thickness was assumed to be 0.50 in. for LCCM-2626X.
 
NOTES: 
1. 	 Erosion rate factor of safety = 1. 25
 
Char rate factor of safety = 1.00
 
2. 	 Typical CMR index value calculation: 
[(12.24) 1.25 + 1.63 (1. 00)] 1.35 (1. 50) = 34 CMR for KF-418 
TABLE 61
 
AFT EXIT MATERIAL EVALUATION
 
Average Average 
Corrected Corrected Raw 
Erosion Char Specific Material 
Motor Rate Rate Gravity Cost CMR 
Material Tested No. (mils/sec (mils/sec) P (sub) Index Rank 
1. 	 MXS-198 Silica 4 2.93 4.66 1.50 6.10 76 4 
2. 	 FM-5272 Paper 6 4.55 0.58 1. 34 2.00 17 2 
3. 	 KF-418 Canvas 1 1.57 3.08 1.35 1.50 10 1 
(Standard) 
4. 	 SP-8030-66 Silica 3 2.48 3.83 1.60 4.90 54 3 
5. 	 LCCM-4120 Graphite 5 0.54 8.39 a 1.50 0.75 10 1 
Particle 
6. 	 LCCM-2626X Graphite 2 11.12 8. 6 0 a 1.80 0.75 30 
Particle 
aChar depth thickness assumed to be 0.50 in. for LCCM-2626X and LCCM-4120. 
bMaterial needs further improvement before it can be used for aft exit cone. 
NOTES: 
1. 	 Erosion rate factor of safety = 1.25
 
Char rate factor of safety = 1.00
 
2. 	 Typical CMR index value calculation: 
= [2.48 (1.25) + 3.83 (1. 00)] (1.60) (4.90) 54 CMR for SP-803-96 



























Graphite Particle Graphite Particle 
SP-8030-96 SP-8030-96 
Silica Silica 
SP-8057 Carbon SP-8057 'Carbon 






















aOnly three materials qualified. 
TABLE 63 
260 IN. FOUR NOZZLE ABLATIVE MATERIAL MATRIX 
Low Cost Submerged 
Material Nozzle Liner Nose Inlet Throat 
1 FM-5272 WB-8217 WB-8217 MX-4926 
Paper (1) Carbon Carbon Carbon 
2 KF-418 KF-418 LCCM-2626 LCCM-2626 
Canvas (2) Canvas (1) Graphite Particle (1) (1) 
3 	 23-RPD FM-5272 SP-5030-96 SP-8030-96 
Asbestos (3) Paper (2) Silica (2) Silica (2) 
4 	 MXA-6012 SP-8057 SP-8057 SP-8050 
Asbestos (4) Carbon (3) Carbon (3) Carbon (4) 


















































INSTJLATIVE LINER EVALUATION 
(lb/eu in.) x ($/b) 























aMaterial eliminated from consideration because of only adequate 
structural integrity. 
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0 PROPELLANT STAR VALLEY 
A BETWEEN PROPELLANT STAR VALLEY AND STARPOINT 
0 PROPELLANT STARPOINT 
24 -- ­
22 	 INLE 
20 ILT 0 
rIROAT 








2.TU-622 DATA (LCGPE-2r-262E 
TOS-00-6ILA 0MATERIALC2 
EROSION RATE, N/OP () 12. 000(MILS/SEC) 
NOTES 2 
1. 	 C DATA SHOWED NION EROSION DUE 2 
TO SP-0-6/SILICA MATERIAL
 
INTERFACE ON NOZZLE NO. 5.
 
2. 	 LCCMC-2626GRAPHITE PARTICLE 
TESTED AT C ON SUBSCALE NOZZLENO. S5AND AT D ON SIJHSCALE C2 D
 
NOZZLES 2 AND 5.
 
3. 	 FOR CHAR DESIGN LINE, USE TO-622 SP-8031 




Figure 221. LCCM-2626 Erosion Performance Curve 
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rn PROPELLANT STAR VALLEY 
6 BETWEEN PROPELLANT STAR VALLEY AND STARPOINT 









Mr,_/SUSCAL FTEI DSIGNLIIo 
EROSION RATE, H/CP (P) 12,000 (MILS/SEC) 
p 
I ASSUMED SEPARATED 
/ . FLOW AREA 
AFT CASE 
NOTES: 
1. 	 *THIS AREA WAS NOT PLOTTED BECAUSE IT WAS NEXT TO LCCM-2626X 
WHICH ERODED OUT IN THE FORWARD EXIT CONE. 
2. 	 LCCM-4120 GRAPHITE PARTICLE WAS TESTED IN SUBSCALE NOZZLE NO. S. 
3. 	 TU-622 CHAR RATES SHOULD BE USED FOR CHAR DESIGN LINE. 
24535-82
 
Figure 222. LCCM-4120 Erosion Performance Curve 
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0 PROPELLANT STAR VALLEY 
A BETWEEN PROPELLANT STAR VALLEY AND STARPOINT 
0 PROPELLANT STARPOINT 





16 sBSCALr DESIGN LINE 
14 -
12- -
B 15 -- THEORETICAL 
O S A AND TU-622 DATA 
O 0 
BE 
0 2 4 6 5 10 12 14 
EROSIONRATE, H/CP (P) 12,000 (MILS/SEC) 
p 
NOTE: SP-8057 CARBON TESTED AT B, C, 
ANDEIN SUESCALENOZZLE NO. 3 /ASSUMED SEPARATED 
AND AT D IN SUBSCALE NOZZLE FLOW AREA 
NO.6.6  
/- '-AFT CASE 
24535-72 
Figuie 223. SP-8057 Erosion Performance Curve 
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E0 PROPELLANT STAR VALLEY 
A BETWEEN PROPELLANT STAR VALEY AND!STARPOINT 
P0 PROPELLANT STARPOINT 
AK SIJBSOALE DESIGN L 
'"16 0 . . . . 
&0 
10 ES R4 10 8 1 
N O EROSION RATE. N/CP () 12,000 (MILS/SEC) 
- ASSUMED SEPARATED 
/ .. FLOW AREA / --NOTE: SP-80O7, CARBON TESTED AT B, /- AF CS 
C, AND E IN SUBSCALE NOZZLE
 










PROPELLANT STAR VALLEY 














0 2 4 6 8 10 12 






IN SUBSCALE NOZZLE NO.3 
ANDAT E IN SUBSCALE NOZZLE 
No. 1. 
24535-87 
Figure 225. SP-8050 Erosion Performance Curve 
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PROPELLANT STAR VALLEY 
A BETWEEN PROPELLANT STAR VALLEY AND STARPOINT 
0 
o PROPELLANT STARPOINT 
24 
22 ____ ____ 
20 
16 






4 8 10 12 1 
4 __ 
2. ______ ___ 
0 2 4 6 a 20 11 14 
EROSIONRATEj;H/CP 1~2,000 (IIILS/SEC) 
p 
NOTE: SP-9050 CARBON TESTED AT 0D.L~~ ASSUMED SEPARATED 
IN SUBSOALE NOZZLE NO. 3 FLOW AREA 
AND AT E IN SUBSCALE 
NOZZLE NO. 1. //AT CASE 
24535-86 
Figure 226. "SP-8050 Char Performance Curve 
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El PROPELLANT STAR VALLEY 
A BETWEEN PROPELLANT STAR VALLEY AND STARPOINT 
0 PROPELLANT STARPOINT 
24 
22 




2 _ _ _ 
EROSION RATE, H/CP ($) 12, 000 (MILS/SEC) 
p 
CANDORTESTED *-
B AND COIN SUBSCALE NOZZLE NO. 2. / FLW RE 
/1I -AFT CASE 
NOTE: WVB-8217 AT -- ASSUMEDSEPARATED 
24535-85 
Figure 227. WB-8217 Erosion PerformanCe Curve 
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[ PROPELLANT STAR VALLEY 
& BETWEEN PROPELLANT STAR, VALLEY AND STARPOINT 













15 ASUBS 'ALE DESIGN LINE 
4' 
0. 2 4 6 8 10 12 14
 
EROSION RATE, H/CP (9) 12,000(MILS/SEC) 
p 
NOTE: 	WB-8217 CARBON TESTEDAT FLWAREA 
B AND C IN SUBSCALE NOZZLE /FL AE 
NO. I. AFT CASE 
24535-88
 
.,Figu.re.,22,8. WB-8217. Char Performance Curve 
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0 PROPELLANT STAR VALLEY 
A BETWEEN PROPELLANT STAR VALLEY AND STARPOINT 














4 	 E l 
8 10 12 14 
EROSION RATE, H/CP (9) 12. 000 (MILS/SEC) 
0 2 4 6 
CARBON TESTED AT D 	 / ASSUMED SEPARATEDNOTE: 	MX-4926 
IN SUBSCALE NOZZLE NO. 1. FLOW AREA 
AFT CASE 
24525-91 
Figure 229. "MX-4926 Erosion Performance Curve. 
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rn PROPELLANT STAR VALLEY 
A BETWEEN PROPELLANT STAR VALLEY AND STARPOINT 










N 12 ___ 
SBSCALEDESIGN LINE 
4­
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 
EROSION RATE, N/CP (9) 12,000 (MILS/SEC) 
p 
/ ASSUMED SEPARATED 
// FLOW AREA 
AFT CASE 
NOTE! MX-4926 CARBON TESTED AT D 
IN SUBSCALE NOZZLE NO. 1. 
24535-80 
Figure 230. -MX-4926 Char Performance Curve 
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El PROPELLANT STAR VALLEY 
A BETWEEN PROPELLANT STAR VALLEY AND STARPOINT 




"-THEORETICAL AND SUBSCALE DESIGN LINE 
10 








0 2 4 6 8 i0 12 14 
EROSION RATE, HiCP 	(0) 12,000 (MILS/SEC) 
P 
NOTES 
:1- 1 1 DATA WAS FROM SEPARATED FLOWAREA ANDSHOWED LOCALLY HIGHEROSION. 
2. 4C1686 CARBON WAS TESTED AT 
24535-6T 
Figure 231. 4C-1686 Erosion Performance Curve 
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] PROPELLANT STAR VALLEY 





FOR B AREA ONLY 
.-.
20 












0 2 •4 6 B1O 180 12 14 
'I~B 




/ .- FLOW AREA 
I AFT CASE 
NOTES: 
1. B, DATAWASFROMSEPARATED FLOW AREA ANDSHOWEDLOCALLY HIGHEROSION. 
2. HC-'I686 CARBON WASTESTED AT B AND C IN SUBSCALENOZZLE NO. 
2. 
24535-81 
Figure 232. 4C-1686 Char Performance Curve 
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0 PROPELLANT STAR VALLEY 
A BETWEEN PROPELLANT STAR VALLEY AND STARPOINT 
0 PROPELLANT STARPOINT 
CI 	 DESIN LINE FOR B NOSE 
Z _ EROSION ANDFORWXD EkiPE 
30 
00 
El DESIGN L]RE FIORA 
0* SUBMERGED L)NR 
10 	 F AFTE T AN 
0 2 4 6 5 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 
2) TOTAL HEAT FLUX, QT (BTU/SQ FT-SEC X 1-
NOTES: 
1. 	 B 2 DATA AT NOSE TIP SHOWED LOCALLY HIGH 
EROSION DUE TO PROPELLANT STAR GRAGN 
GAS FLOW.
 
2. 	 E DATA SHOWED HIGH EROSION, WHICH MAY 




3. 	 KF-418 CANVAS TESTED AT A AND B IN B 
SUBSCALE NOZZLE NO. 4, AT E IN ND. 1, 2 
AND AT F IN NO. 1. 
ASASS.lIESEIPA.RATED 
- FLOW AREA 
Z "'" A'FT CASE 





El PROPELLANT STAR VALLEY 
A BETWEEN PROPELLANT STAR VALLEY AND STARPOINT 
0 PROPELLANT STARPOINT 








2 4 8 15 12 14 1 1S 25 22 
2 
TOTAL HEAT FLUX, O T (RTD/SO PT-SEC x 1S- ) 
NOTES:1. B DATA AT ROSE TIP SNOWED LOCALLY2 

THOR EROSION DUE TO pROPELLANT
 
STAR DRAIN GAS FLOW.
 
2. E DATA SNOWED 11101 EROSION, WRICHIMAY E DUE TO INTERFACE WITH 2 
Sr-SOS7 CARBON YTROAT. T. HF-418 1TESTED AT A AND N IN SUBSCALE 
NOZZLENO.4,ATEINNO.SARDAT 
F IN NO. 1. N ASSUMED SEPARATED 
A FLOW AREA 
/.- AFT CASE 
2455- 2 
Figure 234. KF-418TChEr PerformAnce Curve 
3 16 
0 PROPELLANT STAR VALLEY 
A BETWEEN PROPELLANT STAR VALLEY AND STARPOINT 
O PROPELLANT STARPOINT 
SUBSCALE DESIGN LINE FOR B NOSE AND2 






 0 MEGDL1 
I. B2 0DATORAT 6 10 14 1s 222 4 S 1 16 20 
I 
TOTAL HEAT FLUX, OT (BYU/sO rT-SEC x 10-2) 
NOSE 	 AND SUOEDB-G 
NOTES. 
1. 	 B2 DATA AT ROSE TIP SHOWED HIGH 
LOCAL EROSION DUE TO PROPELLANT
 
STAR GRAIN GAS FLOW.
 
2. 	 FM-5272 PAPER TESTED AT A IN 
SUBSALE NO. I AND AT B AND F 
IN SUBSCALE NO. 6. 
ASSUMED, SEPARATED
.4 FLOW AREA 
'<-AFTCASE, -­
24535-92 
Figure 235. FM-5272 Erosion Performance Curve 
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El PROPELLANT STAR VALLEY 
A BETWEEN PROPELLANT STAR VALLEY AND STARPOINT 





FOR B2 NSEN 
B.AND.F AFT 
zo - _ BCALE DESIGN 
ALE FORD NOSE 
G AND A SUBMERGED 
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 
TOTAL HEAT FLUX, OT (BTU/SO FT-SEC x 10-2) 
NOTES 
1. 	 B2 DATA AT NOSE TIP SHOWED HIGH 
LOCAL EROSION DUE TO PROPELLANT
 
STAR GRAIN GAS FLOW.
 
2. 	 FM-5272 PAPER TESTED AT A IN 
SUBSCALE NO. 1 AND AT B AND F IN
 
SUBSCALE NO. 6. B
 2 
I ASSUMED SEPARATE 
I FLOW AREA 
1j -- < AFT CASE 
24535-93 
Figure 236. FM-5272'Char PerformanceCurve 
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ED PROPELLANT STAR VALLEY 
a BETWEEN PROPELLANT STAR VALLEY AND STARPOINT 
O 	 PROPELLANT STARPOINT 
50 

4 - - - "- - -l - -i
-




0 2 4 6 a 10 12 14 16 is 20 22 
TOTAL HEAT FLUX, OT (BTU/SQ FT-SEC x 16.2) 
NOTES 
1. 	 C 2 DATA AT INLET SHOWED LOCAL HIGH EROSION ON ONE TEST
 
DUE TO PROPELLANT STAR GRAIN GAS FLOW.
 
2. 	 SP-8030-96SILICA TESTED AT A 
IN SUBSCALE NO. 6, AT B IN C 
SUBSCALE NO. 5, AT C IN SUB- C2 
SCALE NO. 4 AND 6, AT DIN 
SUBSCALE NO. 4, AND AT F IN 
SUBSCALE NO. 3. ASSUMED SEPARATED 
/ 	 ~7' FLOW AREA 
/ 	 -'- AFT CASE 
24535-95 
Figure 237. SP-8030-96 Erosion Performance Curve 
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ID PROPELLANT STAR VALLEY 
A BETWEEN PROPELLANT STAR VALLEY AND, STARPOINT 
0 PROPELLANT STARPOINT 








0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22
 
TOTAL HEAT FLUX, OT (BTU/SQ FT-SEC x 10-2)
 
NOTES: 
DATA AT INLET SHOWED LOCAL HIGH EROSION DUE TOI. 	 C 2 

PROPELLANT STAR GRAIN GAS FLOW.
 
2. 	 SP-8030-96 SILICA WAS TESTED
 
AT A IN SUBSCALE NO. 6,
 
AT B IN SUBSCALE NO. 5. C2 C
 
AT-C IN SUBSCALE NO. 4
 
AND 6, AT D IN SUBSCALE 
NO. 4, AND AT F IN I ./----ASSUMED SEPARATED / - FLOW AREA 
SUBSCALE NO. 2. CASE 
24535-97
 




EO PROPELLANT STAR VALLEY
 
A BETWEEN PROPELLANT STAR VALLEY AND STARPOINT
 







LINE (AFT E T F) 
SI" 	 TU-622 DATA 
0 2 4 6 5 15 12 14 16 18 20 22
 
TOTAL HEAT FLUX, QT (BTU/SQ-FT-SEC x 1 -2 )
 
NOTE 
1. 	 MXS-198 SILICA WAS TESTED AT
 





Figure 239. MXS-198 Erosion Performance Curve 
321. 
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D PROPELLANT STAR VALLEY
 













SUBSCALEDESIGN I (NE 
0 2 .4 6 "8 10 12 "14 -16 18 .20o 2
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I / - ASSUMEDSEPARATED
- 2 FLOWAREA 
AF EITI_ AFT CASE 
24535-77
 




9l PROPELLANT STAR VALLEY 
A BETWEEN PROPELLANT STAR VALLEY AND STARPOINT 






410 A - r - -- -­
~DESIGN LINE 
0 IA TUr UN L 
S 2 4 6 8 I0 12 14 16 18 20 22 
2) 
TOTAL HEAT FLUX, OT (BTU/SQ FT-SEC 10-
NOTES 
1. 	 E DATA WAS NOT PLOTTED BECAUSE IT DID NOT SURVIVE MOTOR FIRING. 
2. 	 23-RPD ASBESTOS WAS TESTED AT A IN SUBSCALE TEST NO. 3 AND AT E 
IN SUBSCALE NO. 4. 
-ASSUMED SEPARATED 
- FLOW AREA 
AFT CASE 
24535-73 
Figure 241. 23-RPD Erosion Performance Curve 
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[l PROPELLANT STAR VALLEY 
A BETWEEN PROPELLANT STAR VALLEY AND STARPOINT 






o 	 SUBSCALE1DES[ LINE 
00 
0 2 4 6 8 1' 12 14 16 18 20 22 
- 2) 
TOTAL HEAT FLUX, QT (BTU/SQ FT-SEC x 10 
NOTES 
1. 	 E DATA IN THIS REGION WAS NOT PLOTTED BECAUSE IT DID NOT 
SURVIVE MOTOR FIRING. 




2. 	 23-RPD ASBESTOS WAS TESTED AT A IN SUBSCALE NO. 
A 




Figure 242. 23-RPD Char Performance Curve 
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[I PROPELLANT STAR VALLEY 
A BETWEEN-PROPELLANT STAR VALLEY AND STARPOINT 
O PROPELLANT STARPOINT 
50 
40 - ....-
N KA-60 2 SUBSCALE 
OSIGN INE 
N 
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 .2 
TOTAL HEAT FLUX, OT (BTU/SQ FT-SEC x 10­2) 
NOTE 
I. MXuA-6012 NO. 2.ASBESTOS TESTED AT AIN SUBSCALE 
SSMD EAATED 
z AFT CASE 
24535-s9 
Figure 243. MXA-6012 Erosion Performance Curve 
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SPROPELLANT STAR VALLEY 
& BETWEEN PROPELLANT STAR VALLEY AND STARPOINT 
O PROPELLANT STARPOINT 
OXA-6SiM2SUBS CAL 
DESIGN LINE 
0 2 4 6 8 i0 12 14 16 18 20 22
 
-2)




'I- 1,MA-6012 ASBESTOS TESTED AT A INSUBSCALE TEST No. 2. 
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THROAT INSERT DESIGN 
THROAT STRUCTURAL DESIGN 
fMECHANICAL 
ENTRY STRUCTURAL DESIGN 
DESIGNEXIT STRUCTURAL 
MODIFY NOZZLE ASSEMBLY 
NOZZLE AND COMPONENT WEIGHT 




















Figure 245. Major Computer Subroutines and Flow Path 
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Figure 246. Modifying Nozzle Design on Graphic Display Console 
TABLE6 
COMPUTEROUTPUT.LINER TIICKNES DESIGN 
bASE 
UZGF INSULATIO DESIGN PAGE,I IGSi1LATI0_STATION"TABLE - - - - - - . . . . 
INST 	EPS A 4. PS FSE 4UD XCT OLE F0 TLC TLV TL TBU A TBM T TTOT L N. ....
GAIT 

1.42 21.C44 53.0 0.467 522.92 1.25 1.0 0.0 ,0.0 1.o! 0.700 0.0 0. 70c 0.060 0.9 0.060 0.760 L _126 
20 - 1.20% 7.062 48,.;A 0.597 40 1.25 1 .0 0.0 0.' I.00 0.700 00 0.700 0.060 0 0.0 0.060 0.760 L 180 
JAN f.15 4 0.562 494Z.16 1.25 1.0 0o.0a'0-.n 1.00 0. 961o0.0 0.061 6.06"d-0.5 06.060 0.921 1 2707.-06Z 602 
...4UP 2.0S-35.A0 61.600 9.09_ 06.20 1.50 1.00 3,20 0.44 1.0A Q.861 9.39 1.702 0060 0.0 0.060 1.76 LLA. 
4-G j NC.0 1 2.103 -5.1:01 646EO 0.06 I66.20 1.40 .00 3.20 0.446 1.04 1.033 0o023 1.70 0.257 0.0 0.257 1.960 L3 42 
SAP - 124 -17.03 .7.236 0o72 457.57 1.50 2.00 7.29 1.010 1.00 1.0330.505 2.548 0.257 1 0.050 0.315 2.B63 L 360 
5D0 - - 1.12 -10.0 60.2 .70Z 457.57 1.50 1.0 3.0 1_.01 1.0601._0376.505 7.500805: 1 0. 0.315~ Bw63 370 
6(THROAT) I.696 0.0 4005.0 1.000 337.63 1.50 1.01 0.21 .%10 1.09 0.960 S.576.2.697 0.3U 00 0.3150 .01% 41!j-_. 70P" - 1.056 0.032 4.07 1. 068.07 1.50 1.00 5.26 0.737 1.00 0.964 0.36Q 2.071 0.315 5 0.0 0.315 2.386 450 
8 
- ToN 1.056-- S.038" 45'3201720 - 240.27 1.25 1.00 529'0.737 1.60 0.96%0.1Y4" 1.-80 0.0570 1 0.242 0.500 2.386 L 4608 ­
7.1 	 1.124 12 .30 47.236 1.350 20.98 .- 1.08 B.03. 0.700 1.00 0.960 0.175 I.35 0.257 0.0 0.257 2.093 L 686 
72 17.090 40.641 1.400 102T.509 1-.05 .U .04-70.64 1.10 0.956 0.147 1.790 0.257 0.0 0.25 7 2.067 L 004110 
0.15? 1.0 6 0.257 1 0.000 0.257 2.006 1522 ____ 




06 - 1.2.0 21.422 50.007 1.558 1E2.6 1.75 
 1.00 4.58 0.63E 1.00 0.951 0.159 1.73 0.207 1 0.0 0.257 2.06 L 540 
8. :291 76.940 -O6.14 2.160 59.62 "1 25 1.00 2.93 0.4C0 1.00 0.885 9.102 1.395 0.257" -0.0 0.257 1-653 L 558 0.? 	 3.330 10.007 137 2.465 34.69 1.25 1.10 2. 32 06 1.00 0820 0.081 1.227 0.257 0.0 0.257 1.486 L 576 
0.257 1.370 L 5941p0 4 .3,70 153.183 07.130 2.654 00.72. 1.25 1.00 2.01 0.200 1.60 0.769 0.070 1.113 0.207 1 0.0 
0.360 0. I00 D.910 0.257 I 0. 194 &.45 1.370 L-'612 .... 
- 14.1 6.500 225.261 114.2772.940 13.67 1.25 1.00 0.97 0.136 1.00 0.OF9 0.034 0.675 0.257 0.0 0. 0.732 L 630
140H1 4. 370 1501-.Ili~ 9 .3D 2 .454- 23:7i 1.25 1.60 3.0 16.4C301.00 
1. 08.790 261.7 1;Y32.00713.176 9.32 1.25 1.06 0.0 0.0 1.00 0.046 3.0 0.240 0.257 0.0 0.257 0.002 L 648 
15108101 _ 11.000O_3I-403 45 167.756 3 5 .25 _.95 1400 R.0 0.0 1!09 .195 0I0 0 O.27_7.9, 0_ 257.6 1 
-SL 1.551 l4.05 1.?5 1.01 4.60 0.690 1.000.952 0.169 1.752 0.257 0.0 0.09_ 2009.L 6 .­_ 1.254 21.946 42089 
.SM
DOFINITIONU60P001 
FSC FACTCR OF SAFETY,CHAR
 alSo 60UNDARYSTATI SYBOL 
0800100 LINER THIKES5 (14L_ - -INST IN6TERMEIATES ION 00 L .... TIC 
1160 THICNS AT 11400F FIRING (1IN) -
O AXIAL DSTNE 0OWNSTRA U 
005 EXPANSION60010 AT STATION 010 V101MCIh 
OF 0HROAT IN) L TOTALLINER THICKNESSAT IGNITION, TILE TLC IVINt - ­
6 AIU fOM A"XIS{ ) . .b RC6Q6UI BACKUPINULATIO9T IKNESS (IN) 
' _ 061A 9000 - - H .0E) . .
 99 STAT-ICPRESSURE BM 0XTR BACUPN 0SARY TilR MATCH OF TTET (IN) 
FSE FACTOROF SAFETY, SION T TOTALBACKUPTHICKNFSS,100 0TBM, II- . . . . 
A BOUNDARYMATEiXFLAG 1 i REQU RE S MATONG OF T. Cy E0AC0 
0 
07' OR&10 648 MULTIPLIER 	 T T TOTAL 00 LINER AND 600660 THICKNESSES,TL EST,(IN) 
1MILSPE SEC) LN13 L NUMB OF EPS , NUMBRS ARF SEQUENTIALFROM LFT TO RIGHT- -AUDI EOSION RATE o LINE 
-LE 16BOO6LINERTHICKNESS IN) SL SPLIIL'INEFLANE,OR INJECTR STATIONIN EXIT 
SOE VALUOS IN TABLE AR NOT OP0G0AL INPUTSEE IAGRA IN SERS MANUALFOR THIS NOZZLE DESIGNATOR 
6TE-- IFAD07 1[S'IPT BYTHE RATIO [COTTHRCAT INPUT/XOO THROATCALCULATED)A  T4P00TXDUT AT 0h0-STATION WILL CHANGE 
EXCEPTAT STATIONS 6H40 X9T 3_AILSOINPUT. 0SE079 TO CHANGE TH0CA0000 ONLY., . 
TABLE 66 
COMPUTEROUTPUT, LINER WEIGHT 
NjOZZLEIRjSOLATIEINDESIGN jyP.LOE M:ATERA RET SERT GORE TOYL SUM1APY,ANDTEROI 
- AtRA 1001?CAD '10 AND AC lOHE CF I1'ISULATIZOO OTEEN STAT 001TO 0 	 SECTIONDS IONS 
SEOTIC. 	 LIAR LINER 6ACkUE BACKP TOTAL L NUM5E. 
MAEII L SEIGHT_LATCOIAL _2E IGHT SECT1,DE OF LINE? 
COOE L. CODE L "vEIGHT ODE" 
-iO-DIP 7 105.03 3 ."3 1100.90 L TI 
.... 4DN-5" 7 171-72 3 1414.q5 3201.60 L 7T 
4 1 
"" , - - 112 .21 229575 34:3 "75Z 
7-A-PLP V" 40690 3 10924 - 516.17 L 742 MATERIALCODES AREICENTIFIES IN INSULATION 
- MAN-SUP 7 616172 3 8117.01 727.43 L 147 PATERIALSTABLE AT BCTTCE OF PAS 
DE1-IS 2 4112 '- 3 - 30 0090 70 
- - 190ATICO TEOILS '
 
0IRIN OENSITY CHAR DENSITY L NUMBER OF
 
06 - NA'" (LI/INOOJ '(L6/INR/l*3IVIR. DRNS.
 
I -"CRAPHIT,.CIUTht551 ILI .... - -"" OCOE 1 DAD -NUE-RSI 	 10ALL THREE 
2 SILICA CLOTH PHENOLIC 0.0632 0.0509 L 759
 
w 	 37- GLAS§ CLOTH PRE-TOLI-C .o060 0.0S38 1761 TAIFS ARE CCNSECAiTIVE 
41FIGH DENSITYGRAPHITE E.CO0E , OO I 7.3 
11 EC-P OUWM-If-E- 0.0 765 FRC LEFT TO RIGHTOCLDC 0.0777 
C "CAION CLEITH'PIErdLIC 0.0521 0.0376 I 7.9 
0 ASBESTOSCLOTH PHENDLIC 0.0637 0.0539 L 771
 
9 FILLEUDOOA RUBBER .04.4 3.0233 L 773
 
D FIRAOUTORAPHITICC4PSIIC 0.0506 0.0 L 775
 
II FOROUSTtNGS EN 0.. L 77 
12 	 0.0 G.E 7709­
55 	 0.0 0.0 L 781 
14 0.0 0.0 L 783
 
N 0s 0. 785
O.U L 
C U T STRUCTUE WEIGHTS 
,JAS[
 
N tZLE STRUCTURAL (AE 'I(O5, SHELLS,ARUSECISL STATONS ... .O STA I 
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Figure 248. 260 In. Convective Heat Transfer Coefficient vs Axial Location (Carbonaceous Wall) 
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Figure 251. 260 In. Total Heat Flux vs Axial Location (Paper-Canvas Wall) 
TABLE 68 
260 IN. LOW COST MATERIAL EROSION-CHAR RATES 
Submerged Liner 
Erosion 




















Forward Exit Cone Aft Exit Cone 
Erosion Erosion 
Rate Char Rate Rate Char Rate 
(mils/e (mils/oet (mtls/OOct(mile/sec 
MXS-198 

























0, 1 XA-6012 
13.7 2.5 
SP-8057 








11.56 4.44 9.59 7.91 
TABLE 69 
260 IN. NOZZLE AND COMPONENT WEIGHT SUMMARY 
Structure
Steel Weights (1b) 
Standard Base Line Low Cost Low Cost Low Cost Low Cost 
Location Nozzle Material Nozzle No. 1 Material Nozzle No. 2 Material Nozzle No, 3 Material NozzleNo. 4 
9 Flange Steel 487 527 528 609 551 
5-7 Throat Steel 1, 390 1, 287 1,422 1,422 1, 401 
7-9 Forward Exit Steel 667 676 692 720 677 
9-12 4,999 5,022 ,059 5,86 5,027 
12-15 Sandwich Aft Elit 1,810 , 811 2,818 1,799 1,815 
Subtotal 9,353 9,423 9,530 9,635 9,471 
Liner-Heinforced Plastic Weights (Ib) rd 
Liner Backup Liner Backup Liner Backup Liner Backup LIner Backup 
Submerged Llner 1-2 317 0 283 9 515 0 665 0 812 0 
Nose 3-4 1,236 0 1,961 0 4,552 0 2,681 0 2,167 0 
Inlet 4-5 1,777 , 445 1,940 1,305 3,626 430 3,149 218 2,092 863 
Throat 6-7 1,120 2,294 1,146 2,367 2,455 1,148 2,541 1,231 1,336 1,597 
Forward Exit 7-14 6,569 1,227 6,952 1,201 7,276 2,024 12, 344 922 7,549 842 10 
Aft Exit 14-15 4,611 .8,68 2,2090 6,99 2,460 2.463. 8,764 6,94 2,232 V 
Sebtoal 23,627 25,766 30,094 24,369 29,819 
Total Nozzle 
Weight 32, 875 3, 190 39,594 44,004 25, 389 O 
NOTE: 	Of the five designs, the Standard Base Line Nozzle and Nozzle 




COST/PERFORMANCE EFFECTIVENESS OF FIVE FULL SCALE NOZZLE ASSEMBLY DESIGNS
 
Nozzle Total Cost Total Weight Cost/Lb Cost Change Weight ChangeDesi ( Cost/Performance(ib) (/ ) (%) Index 
Standard 1,296,807 
 32,875 39.45 
-- 100.00 (Baseline) 























STANDARD BASELINE NOZZLE 
COST 
A. 	 MATERIALS (Table 72) $' 345,184.00 
B. 	 NOZZLE SHELL 
9,352 lb Machined Steel at $20.00/lb $. 187!060.00 
C. 	 LABOR 
33,000 hr at $10.00/h 	 $ 330,000.00 
D. 	 MATERIALS CONTINGENd-k FOR HIDROCLAVE 








Amortized at six nozzles per ydar for 5 yr $, 75,800.00 
F. 	 TOOLING AND HANDLING EQUIPMENT
 
Tape Wrap Mandrels (4) $382,353.00
 
Handling and Insp Equip 382,353.00
 
Total $7641, 706.00 
Amortized at six nozzles per yeax for 5 yr $ 25,500.00 
G. 	 BURDEN $ 299,263.00 
H. 	 GRANDTOTAL $1,296,807.00 
11. WEIGHT 
A. 	 STEEL 9,352 lb 
B. 	 PLASTIC 23,523 lb 




NASA 260' IN. NOZZLE COST EFFECTIVENESS
 
(Standard Nozzle) 
Nozzle Total Material Required 
Location Description (incl scrap factor)a Total Cost 
SubmergedOD Liner MX-2600 Warp 412 lb at $6.50/lb $ 2,680 
Nose Liner lVX-4926 Warp 1,438 lb at $19.00/1b 27,332 
Inlet Liner MX-4926 Warp 2,310 lb at $19.00/lb 43,890 
Backup MXB-6001 Warp 1, 878 lb at $3.50/lb 6,573 
Throat Liner MX-4926 Bias 1,624 lb at $21.00/lb 34,104 
Backup MX-2600 Warp 529 lb at $6.50/lb 3,438 
Backup MXB-6001 Warp 2,453 lb at $3.50/lb 8,586 
Fwd Exit Liner MX-4926 Warp 8,540 lb at $19.00/lb 162,260 
Backup MXB-6001 Warp 1,595 lb at $3.50/lb 5,583 
Aft Exit Liner MX-2600 Warp 5,994 lb at $6.50/lb 38,961 
Backup IVMXB-6001 Warp 4,118 lb at $3.50/lb 14,413 
$345,184 
aScrap factor is 30% for warp tape, 45% for bias tape 
350 
TABLE 73 
NOZZLE NO. 1 COST AND WEIGHT BREAKDOWN 
COST 
A. MATERIALS (Table 74) 	 $ 354,223.00 
B. 	 NOZZLE SHELL 
9,423 lb Machined Steel at $20. 00/lb $ 188,460.00 
C. 	 LABOR 








Amortized at 6 nozzles per year for 5 yr $ 42,500.00 
E. 	 TOOLING AND HANDLING EQUIPMENT
 
Tape Wrap Mandrels (4) $382,353.00
 
Handling and Insp Equip 382,353.00
 
Total $764,706.00 
Amortized at 6 nozzles per year for 5 yr $ 25,500.00 
F. BURDEN 	 $ 273,205.00 





A. STEEL STRUCTURE WEIGHT 	 9,423 lb
 
B. 	 PLASTIC WEIGHT 25,406 lb 




NASA 260 IN. NOZZLE COST EFFECTIVENESS
 
(Low Cost Nozzle No. l)-
Nozzle Total Material Required 
Location Description (incl scrap factor)a Total Cost 
Submerged OD Liner FM-5272 Warp 498 lb at $2. 00/lb $ 996.00 
Nose Liner WB-8217 Warp 2,549 lb at $20.97/lb 53,453.00 
Inlet Liner WB-8217 Warp 2,522 lb at $20. 97/lb 52,886.00 
Backup MXB-6001 Warp 1, 697 lb at $3.50/lb 5,939.50 
Throat Liner MX-4926 Bias 1, 662 lb at $21. 00/lb 34,902.00 
Backup MX-2600 Warp 819 lb at $6.50/lb 5,323.50 
Backup IXB-6001 Warp 2,258 lb at $3.50/lb 7,903.00 
Fwd Exit Liner SP-8050 Warp 9,038 lb at $17.50/lb 158,165.00 
Backup MXB-6001 Warp 1, 561 lb at $3.50/lb 5,463.50 
Aft Exit Liner KF-418 Warp 4,432 lb at $1. 35/lb 5,983.00 
Backup MXB-6001 Warp 6,631 lb at $3.50/lb 23,208.50 
$354,223. 00 
aScrap factor is 30% forwarptape, 45% for bias tape 
352 
TABLE 75 
NOZZLE NO. 2 COST AND WEIGHT, BREAKDOWN 
(Segmented) 
COST 
A. MATERIALS (Table 76) 	 $160,370.00 
B. 	 NOZZLE SHELL 
9,530 lb Net Machined Steel at $20. 00/lb $190,600.00 
C. 	 LABOR 








Amortized at 6 nozzles per year for 5 yr $ 42,500.00 
E. 	 TOOLING AND HANDLING EQUIPMENT
 
Tape Wrap Mandrels (3) $286,764.00
 
Segmented Molds (8) 80,000.00
 
Handling and Insp Equip 382,353.00
 
Total $749,117.00 
Amortized at 6 nozzles per year for 5 yr $ 24,970.00 
F. BURDEN 	 $215,532.00 
G. GRAND TOTAL 	 $933,972.00 
II. WEIGHT 
A. STEEL STRUCTURE WEIGHT 	 9,530 lb 
B. 	 PLASTIC WEIGHT 30, 064 lb 
















Fwd Exit Liner 
Backup 
Aft Exit Liner 
Backup 
(tow Cost Nozzle No. 2) 
Total Material Required 
(indl scrap factor)a Total Co~t 
KF-418 Warp 670 lb at $1.35/lb $ 905.00 
KF-418 Warp 5,918 lb at $1.35/lb 7,989.00 
LCCM-2626 3,807 lb at $0.75/lb 2,855.00 
KF-418 Warp 559 lb at $1.35/lb 755.00 
LCCM-2626 2,578 lb at $0.75/lb 1,934.00 
KF-418 Warp 615 lb at $1.35/lb 830. 00 
KF-418 Warp 1, 031 lb at $1.35/lb 1,392.00 
SP-8057 Warp 9,459 lb at $14.00/lb 132,426.00 
KCF-418 Warp 1, 318 lb at $1.35/lb 1,779.00 
LCCM-4120 6, 917 lb at $0. 75/lb 5,188.00 
KF-418 Warp 3,198 lb at $1.35/lb 4,317.00 
$160,370.00 
aScrap factor is 30% for warp tape, 45% for bias tape, 5% for molding compounds 
354 
TABLE 77 
NOZZLE NO. 3 COST AND WEIGHT BREAKDOWN 
COST 
A. MATERIALS (Table 78) 	 $103,635.00 
B. 	 NOZZLE SHELL 
9,635 lb Net Machined Steel at $20. 00/lb $192,700.00 
C. 	 LABOR 







Total $1, 275,000.00 
Amortized at 6 nozzles per year for 5 yr $ 42,500.00 
E. 	 TOOLING AND HANDLING EQUIPMENT
 
Tape Wrap Mandrels (4) $382,353.00
 
Handling and Insp Equip 382,353.00
 
Total $764,706.00 
Amortized at 6 nozzles per year for 5 yr $ 25,500.00 
F. BURDEN 	 $199,300.00 
G. GRAND TOTAL 	 $863,635.00 
1H. WEIGHT 
A. STEEL STRUCTURE WEIGHT 	 9,635 lb 
B. 	 PLASTIC WEIGHT 34,369 lb 





NASA 260 IN. NOZZLE COST EFFECTIVENESS
 
(Low Cost Nozzle No. 3) 
Nozzle Total Material Required 
Location' Description (inel scrap factor)a Total Cost 
SubmergedOD 	 Liner 23-RPD Warp 865 lb at $4. 25/lb $ 3,676.00 
Nose 	 Liner FM-5272 Warp 4,785 lb at $2. 00/lb 9,570.00 
Inlet 	 Liner SP-8030-96 Warp 4,082 lb at $4.90/lb 20,002.00 
Backup KF-418 Warp 673 lb at $1. 35/lb 909.00 
Throat 	 Liner SP-8030-96 Bias 3,684 lb at $6.90/lb 25,420.00 
Backup KF-418 Warp 615 lb at $1.35/lb" 830.00 
Backup KF-418 Warp 1,210 lb at $1.35/lb 1,634.00 
Fwd Exit 	 Liner KF-418 Warp 16, 047 lb at $1. 35/lb 21,700.00 
Backup KF-418 1,199 lb at $1.35/lb 1,619.00 
Aft Exit 	 Liner FM-5272 Warp 3,202 lb at $2.00/lb 6,404.00 
Backup KF-418 Warp 8,793 lb at $1. 35/lb 11, 871. 00 
$103,635. 00 





NOZZLE NO. 4 COST AND WEIGHT BREAKDOWN
 
COST 
$ 351,653.00A. MATERIALS (Table 80) 
B. 	 NOZZLE SHELL 
9,471 lb Net Machined Steel at $20. 00/lb $ 189,420.00 
C. 	 LABOR 
30, 000 hr at $10. 00/hr $ 300,000.00 
D. 	 FACILITIES 
Autoclave $1, 000,000. 00 
Tape Wrapper 275,000.00 
Total $1,275,000.00 
Amortized at 6 nozzles per year -for 5 yr $ 42,500.00 
E. TOOLING AND HANDLING EQUIPMENT 
Tape Wrap Mandrels (4) $382,353.00 
Handling and Insp Equip 382,353.00 
Total $764,706.00
 
$ 25,600.00Amortized at 6 nozzles per year for 5 yr 
$ 2724722.00F. BURDEN 
$1. 179,795.00G. GRAND TOTAL 
If. WEIGHT 
A. STRUCTURE STEEL WEIGHT 9,471 lb 
B. PLASTIC WEIGHT 25, 918 lb 





NASA 260 IN. NOZZLE COST EFFECTIVENESS
 
(Low Cost Nozzle No. 4) 
Nozzle Total Material Required 
Location Description (incl scrap factor)a Total Cost 
Submerged Liner MXA-6012 Warp 1, 056 lb at $1.,85/lb $ 1,954.00 
OD 
Nose Liner SP-8057 Warp 3, 120 lb at $14.00/lb 43,680.00 
Inlet Liner SP-8057 Warp 2,720 lb at $14.00/lb 38,080.00 
Backup KF-418 Warp 1, 122 lb at $1.35/lb 1,515.00 
Throat Liner SP-8050 Bias 1, 937 lb at $19.50/lb 37,772.00 
Backup KF-418 Warp 615 lb at $1. 35/lb 830.00 
Backup KF-418 Warp 1, 615 lb at $1. 35/lb 2,180.00 
Fwd Exit Liner SP-8050 Warp 9,814 lb at $17.50/lb 171,745.00 
Backup KF-418 Warp 1,099 lb at $1. 35/lb 1,484.00 
Aft Exit Liner MXS-198 Warp 7,922 lb at $6. 10/lb 48, 324.00 
Backup KF-418 Warp 3,029 lb at $1.35/lb 4,089.00 
$351,653.00
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